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COVER STORY
High resolution scanning
of Stonehenge has been
undertaken for English
Heritage by surveyors
Greenhatch. Although
captured by close-range
photogrammetry in the
1990s, the new survey is
expected to reveal even
more detail on the surface
of the mysterious stone
monument. © Image by
James Davies English Heritage

RICS overseas members may receive only an electronic version unless they
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http://www.pvpubs.com/OverseasRICS to register.
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Editorial

Benchmarking geomatics

W

e have another belter of an issue for
you. Paul Bryan explains the
techniques used to capture highresolution data of the mysterious Stonehenge.
Pressed recently by a BBC interviewer to say
what the iconic stone monument was an
expert suggested that it might have been
some form of early visitor centre. Hmm. . .
hold that thought, for when ancient Brits were
building stone circles and the Egyptians were
focused on building vast geometrical tombs,
the Greeks were already building recognisable
modern cities. Whatever Stonehenge was built
for it has certainly provided plenty of
interesting work for today’s surveyors.

Britain and France
are divided by
language. But what
about geography?

The editor welcomes your
comments and editorial
contributions by e-mail:
editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or by post:
Geomatics World
PV Publications Ltd
2B North Road
Stevenage
Herts SG1 4AT
United Kingdom

Talking about benchmarks
Let’s talk about benchmarks; these are
something surveyors understand. But so do
accountants, economists and politicians. They
use them all the time to compare performance
between organisations and countries. It is on
the latter that people can come unstuck.
Richard Groom reports from the recent
Infrastructure show (page 29) where someone
asked why it was that rail projects in France
cost a quarter of what they do in UK. The
answer seemed mainly to be about
‘democracy’ or rather the UK’s convoluted
planning process. That deduction seems rather
sloppy to me. I have no doubt that France
would say they bow to no one in their love of
democracy. After all, didn’t they have a
revolution to prove it, dealing very decisively
with la regime ancienne (pardon my
franglais)?
I would argue the real difference is
geography. Although France and Britain have
very similar population numbers, the former
has almost four times the land space;
therefore land is cheaper as there is more of it
and the planners have an easier ride with the
objectors because there will usually be fewer
of them, the population being rather more
evenly spread than our tightly packed
conurbations.

Keep studying geomatics!
This issue again reflects the diversity of
geomatics. Close-range laser scanning of the
surfaces of Stonehenge; the extraordinary
range of activities covered at Digital
Documentation (take a look at the Scottish
Ten); the emerging applications for unmanned

aerial vehicles; the growing market for
geographic information based on locationenabled technologies; the emergence of
miniature remote sensing satellites (including
those equipped with synthetic aperture radar)
– they all confirm that geomatics is rather
bigger than land surveying. Those who think
the g-word is just another name for land
surveying, driven by an edict from RICS
requiring the rebranding of good honest land
surveyors into “geomaticians”, are missing a
whole world of opportunity. Even by a decade
ago, when Surveying World changed its name,
there were companies and organisations
incorporating the g-word in their job titles,
activities and even company names. So please
readers, let’s hear no more wrangling about
geomatics. If you don’t understand what it is
try Google or Wikipedia, and if you can’t see
the difference between geomatics and land
surveying keep studying these pages – or find
another journal!
Finally, as this is the last issue you will read
before the holiday season and new year,
please accept my very good wishes for a
peaceful break and better times to come in
Britain’s Olympic year (back to those Greeks
again!).

Stephen Booth, Editor

TEN YEARS AGO: from GW Nov/Dec 2001
November 2001 saw the launch of Ordnance
Survey Great Britain’s MasterMap, a large scale
(1:1250) seamless digital topographic database of
the whole country. Since the launch of the GISfriendly mapping it has become a mainstay of
mapping systems and navigation aids.
The issue also saw the launch of two regular
columns that continue to this day. Nick Day’s
Overcurrents and Carl Calvert’s Legal Notes are a
must read. Other significant events we reported were
the death of the “Thesiger-like” John Wright OBE, one
of the foremost surveyors of the post WW2 era who
led many of today’s older generation during his time
at Huntings and the Directorate of Overseas Surveys.
The issue also marked the beginning of Rob
Mahoney’s term of office as chair of the Geomatics
faculty.
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RICS Schools Presentation (14-17
year-olds)
http://www.youtube.com/watc
h?NR=1&v=7CQXUdp-64Y
Introduction to the APC and RICS
matrics
http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=2Lcrsr8ljDI&feature=related
Introduction to the APC
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=f2IwhY0lLI8&feature=related

Submarine
eruption
captured

NetRTK-2 update

RapidEye has images of the Spanish submarine volcano eruption
that occurred 1200 metres below sea level at 10.43 local time
(09:43 UTC) on 10 October, 2011. These are true colour, highresolution satellite images featuring a gigantic stain visible on
the surface of Las Calmas Sea, resulting from the submarine
eruption out of the coast of El Hierro, Spain.
Image source: satellite image courtesy of RapidEye.

New careers guides
published
The 2011/12 edition of the RICS
careers guide is now available.
Surveying 2012 offers a print and
web-based resource to encourage
students and graduates into the
surveying profession and promote
the benefits of RICS membership.
Highlights include an explanation
of what surveying is, case studies

on what it’s like to work as a
chartered surveyor, features on
iconic projects around the world
and essential information on
routes to membership. You can
access the online version at
rics.org/surveying2012 or
request hard copies from
contactrics@rics.org.
RICS has developed a series of
YouTube video careers resources:

Most UK based readers will recall
the TSA guidelines on network
RTK that were published a couple
of years ago. The publication was
hugely successful, demonstrating
that this truly was a project worth
undertaking. However, the
research project took place just as
it was becoming practical to use
signals from the GLONASS
satellites in multi-constellation
receivers. It looked briefly at multiconstellation testing but the
results were ambivalent. As a
result, TSA, together with the
support of Ordnance Survey, Leica,
Topcon, Trimble and the RICS,
have commissioned a further
study from Newcastle University,
which is looking at the
performance of network RTK using
dual-constellation receivers from
the three UK network RTK
providers. Fieldwork was
completed in mid- September and
now the project is in the
computation and reporting phase.

Testing LightSquared

Geomatics
Evening Lectures 2011-12
RICS Geomatics lectures are CPD relevant and count towards
your CPD/LLL quota as specified within RICS regulations. All
lectures are free and open to all (especially students) unless
otherwise specified. All lectures take place at RICS Great
George Street lecture hall and are timed at 17.30 for 1800
unless otherwise stated.
Tuesday 15 November
The Michael Barrett Award Lecture: John Lytton (The Earl of
Lytton)
Thursday 8 December (note venue)
Land Markets and the Modern Economy Research: Prof Peter
Dale and Robin McClaren. Venue: St Ermins Hotel, St James
Park.
Thursday 26 January
Geo UK Forum annual lecture: Mike Parker (author of Map
Addict).
Thursday 1 March
Field Mapping Experiences: Naomi Morris, Field Mapping
Coordinator, MapAction.
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Last month we wrote at length
about LightSquared. The GPS
community in the US continues to
be fired-up on the subject where
the issue has even resulted in
public demonstrations.
The Institute of Navigation’s
GNSS 2011 conference took
place in late September. The
event’s daily news sheet – Show
Daily – reported on a debate to
which LightSquared’s executive
vice-president Martin Harriman
was invited. The intention by
LightSquared to use the upper
MSS band, albeit not
immediately, is still a major
concern. There are also worries
over possible emissions from
LightSquared handsets. None has
yet been produced but Paul
Galyean from John Deere
believed the interference from

handsets could be a more serious
problem than interference from
the company’s base stations.
Meanwhile, LightSquared and
manufacturer Javad announced
the development of a new
receiver that would make use of
the buffer created by
LightSquared dropping its use of
the upper MSS band. The
companies will also be offering
an advanced version of the
receiver that would incorporate
LightSquared transmissions for
broadcasting corrections for
network RTK applications. Thus
the same body that poisoned the
well sells a device to make the
water fresh again – along with a
fruit cordial for added value! This
new device still does not help the
majority of users who have
invested heavily in preLightSquared technology.
The FCC has ordered another
round of testing, which is to be
completed by 30 November.
Galyean said the timescale was
absurd. LightSquared has also
committed to lower power levels.
US Senator Grassley continues to
ask challenging questions. In a
letter to the Federal
Communications Agency dated
29 September, he asked who will
pay to retrofit all federal, state
and local government GPS
receivers with filters. He
requested a reply by 13 October
but none has yet been published.
Then, on October 5 he asked
LightSquared to turn over records
relating to the company’s
communications with the White
House and government agencies.
LightSquared has responded to
this by demanding that the
senator make the same request
to the Save Our GPS coalition
partners. Grassley has agreed to
do this but only after he has
received the company’s
documents.

SSTL redefines cost of
radar imaging
Small satellite manufacturer,
Surrey Satellite Technology
(SSTL), has completed the
development phase of its lowcost synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) satellite system. Called
NovaSAR-S, the system offers
coverage of any spot on Earth in
all conditions. The 400-kg design

NEWS

combines the SSTL-300 platform
with an S-band SAR payload
developed with Astrium. The
system acquires medium
resolution radar imagery of 630m ground sample distance,
depending on the viewing mode
being employed. Its four viewing
modes are optimised for
applications including flood
monitoring, land cover
classification, disaster
management and maritime
applications – notably ship
tracking and oil spill detection.
The system is designed to
function either independently or
as part of a constellation.

City move for Bentley
Bentley Systems has opened a
new office at 20 Gracechurch
Street in the City of London. It is
a wonderful location with a ninth
floor view across a roofscape that
takes in a number of buildings
that were designed using Bentley
software and a few that were not
– like St Paul’s Cathedral.
Why London and why now? Greg
Bentley made it across ‘the pond’
to explain. Infrastructure is
Bentley’s business and he
admires the fact that the UK has
a national infrastructure plan.
Inside the plan is expressed the
intention that 75% of investment
will come from the private sector.
His interest in Britain might also
have something to do with the
successful use of Bentley
software on the Crossrail project
and the company’s dominance of
CAD in the rail sector. To
emphasise the point they even
have a mural showing the key
features of this flagship project in
the reception area. But Bentley
software is also being used by
CH2M Hill, Halcrow and Thames
Water for the next big thing –
the Thames Tideway super sewer.
Bentley has 200 employees
based in the UK but they work as
part of a global network. They
have introduced a new term –
hypermodelling. This is fully
collaborative and comprehensive
3D modelling for the life of a
project but there is perhaps more
emphasis than before on the
continuing need to produce 2D
construction drawings from the
3D model – a ‘minor’ detail that
in the past one felt CAD

providers had rather glossed-over.

CONTRACTS & PROJECTS
Modelling Stonehenge
A high resolution, dimensionally
accurate 3D digital model has
been created of the 5000 years
old monument, Stonehenge, in
England. The project was
undertaken by Greenhatch Group
on behalf of English Heritage.
Both short- and long-range laser
scanners were used to capture all
the visible faces of the standing
and fallen stones, plus the tops
and faces of the lintels, to a
resolution of ± 0.5mm. The
captured data was read into
Geomagic Studio software where
it was processed to create 3D
digital polygon mesh models of
the individual stones and the
surrounding landscape. The
stones were then placed digitally
in their correct positions to create
the virtual model. Read more
about this project on page 13.

Scanning drives South
African road project

TruPulse aids
ScottishPower

Positioning Resources is to provide ScottishPower with laser
measuring equipment for low voltage overhead line height
calculations. The contract will supply TruPulse 200 laser
rangefinders for both the North and South networks to provide
measurements of electrical poles and encroaching trees. ‘The reason
we chose these devices is for the accuracy they provide,’ says
Charlie Dodds, project manager for ScottishPower. ‘It is now easier
for us to take precise measurements with minimal health and safety
risks, since we cannot access directly below the line. . . and they are
very simple to operate’.

A laser scanner is being used to
capture 3D measurements for a
multi-million rand upgrade
project for the South African
National Roads Agency. MHP
Geomatics, based in Durban,
South Africa, purchased the Riegl
VZ-400 to capture as-built
drawings of bridges and other
structures. 3D Laser Mapping
supplied the scanner plus Riegl’s
RiSCAN PRO and Pointools’ plugin for Rhino software for
processing the data captured and
extracting models and drawings.

GMES contract for VHR
imagery
European Space Imaging (EUSI)
has signed a three-year contract
with the European Space Agency
(ESA) for the provision of VHR
(very high resolution) satellite
images to the Global Monitoring
for Environment and Security
(GMES) programme. The contract
covers VHR optical data from
DigitalGlobe’s satellite
constellation (WorldView-1,
WorldView-2 and QuickBird). The
contract reserves as an option
the provision of WorldView-2
imagery with 50cm resolution to
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Events Calendar 2011/12
• SEMINARS • CONFERENCES • EXHIBITIONS • COURSES

Scanner
goes
gyrocopter
surveying!

We welcome advance details of events likely to be of
interest to the Geomatics community. Please send details to:
e d i t o r @ p v p u b s. d e m o n . c o. u k

A South African survey company plans to mount high-speed
scanners on various mobile platforms for traditional
terrestrial scanning, mobile data capture and the production
of design-quality graphics. Supplied by 3D Laser Mapping, the
Riegl VZ-400 will be used by Land and Marine Surveys (LMS),
based in Umhlanga in KwaZulu-Natal, for both static and
mobile survey work, scanning from the land, sea and air. The
scanner will be mounted on a 4×4 survey vehicle, golf cart,
trolley, gyrocopter, helicopter and survey boat – ‘You name it,
we will mount it!’ says Clint Marx of LMS.

the Urban Atlas project to
provide pan-European
comparable land use and land
cover data for 305 large urban
zones (over 100k pop.).

Engineering and Geosciences
Society.

In February, Subscan
Technology completed a full
topographical and utility survey
of Stockton-On-Tees town
centre in England for a
refurbishment project by the
Borough Council. Most of the
survey work was undertaken at
night to minimise disruption
with temperatures dropping to
-8 degrees Celsius.

BRIEFS
Plowman Craven has
purchased a Leica HDS7000
terrestrial laser scanning
system for its measurement
survey services.
Korec Group, distributors of
Trimble's surveying instruments
and Faro's reseller for England,
Wales and Ireland, has joined
Pointools' partner programme in
the UK and Ireland.
Position Partners Pty Ltd has
joined the Pointools sales
partner programme in
Australia.
Topcon Great Britain has agreed
to sponsor the University of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne’s Civil
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Newcastle University’s
Geomatics group “kick off”
event for the new academic
year saw 160 students and
various companies and
organisations get together for
an evening of networking and
awareness raising. Event
supporters included RICS,
CICES, Leica, Korec, ESRI, BP,
Plowman Craven, Shell, GEMS
and Costain. Instead of a small
bursary, each student has been
issued with a resources pack
containing a hi-vis vest, a tape
measure, a calculator and two
textbooks: Surveying for
Engineers and Geographic
Information Systems & Science.
Aveva has acquired Z+F UK Ltd.
The acquisition applies only to
the division that produces the
LFM software suite.
The Hydrographic Society UK
has launched a scheme for
members to record their
participation in its evening
meetings, seminars and
workshops as part of their
CPD. The scheme is supported
by all major accreditation
bodies with a marine interest
including RICS.
A two-year programme to deliver
improved mapping for Northern
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European LiDAR Mapping
Forum 2011
29-30 November, Salzburg,
Austria.
Contact:
www.lidarmap.org/ELMF/
International LiDAR Mapping
Forum 2012
23-25 January, Denver, USA.
Contact:
www.lidarmap.org/ILMF.aspx
Defence Geospatial
Intelligence (DGI) 2012
23-26 January, QEII Conference
Centre, Westminster, London, UK.
Contact:
www.wbresearch.com/dgieurope/
Shallow Survey 2012
20-24 February, Wellington,
New Zealand.

Contact:
www.shallowsurvey2012.org
SPAR International 2012
15-18 April, The Woodlands
Waterway Marriott Hotel &
Convention Center,
Houston, Texas.
Contact: www.SPARPointGroup.com
/International
SPAR Japan
5-6 June, Kawasaki Industry
Promotion Hall, Kawasaki, Japan.
Contact:
www.SPARPointGroup.com/Japan
12d Model International User
Conference 2012
29-31 July, Brisbane Convention
& Exhibition Centre, QLD,
Australia.
Contact: www.12d.com

GEO-12: The GEO Event
World of Geomatics & GIS Innovations
21-22 March 2012 at the Holiday Inn,
London-Elstree, UK.
For more information, contact:
Sharon Robson
sharon@pvpubs.demon.co.uk or
+44 (0)1438 352617
Visitor registration opens 1 January 2012 at
www.pvpubs.com/events.php

For more events, visit our online calendar at
w w w. p v p u b s . c o m
Ireland has been announced. The
Positional Improvement Project
examines the accuracy of features
of Ordnance Survey Northern
Ireland (OSNI) maps.
Halcrow is to be acquired by
engineering and construction
firm, CH2M HILL. The
acquisition is subject to
shareholder approval plus the
approval of the UK high
court.
Academic publisher, Elsevier, and
the Geological Society of London

(GSL) have launched a product
called Geofacets. The system
makes georeferenced documents
from Elsevier’s Earth sciences
journals and the GSL’s renowned
Lyell Collection readily available to
researchers. As well as being able
to find documents using keyword
searches, users can identify
batches of documents against a
map background. The user can just
click on an icon over his / her area
of interest to reveal the underlying
documents. Geofacets is seen as
particularly useful for the oil and
gas exploration sector.

Chair

Board meetings go virtual!

The Geomatics
Global Professional
Group Board has
been meeting as an
e-board over two
weeks, allowing
members from
around the globe to
contribute to
debate, reports
Chair Stuart
Edwards.

P

reviously on this page I have reported on
the pioneering adoption of teleconferencing
by the Geomatics PG Board to ensure
inclusive representation around the table from
the world regions. I can now report that during
the summer months the PG Board re-introduced
the use of its previous innovative venture and
conducted a very successful PG Board through
the medium of our on-line community group.
The e-Board ran over a period of
approximately two weeks and addressed five
major topics namely: consideration and review
of the latest draft of the RICS 2011-13
business plan; the 3rd draft of the Land Group
Global Strategy; the Geomatics PG Board
business plan; and the 4th draft of the
explanatory text associated with the proposed
revision of the Assessment of Professional
Competence (APC). In relation to the RICS
corporate plan the PG Board concluded they
could make contributions / impact to at least
three of the RICS's overarching objectives:

i. Achieve recognition of RICS standards by
markets and governments
ii. Provide professionals with leading edge
products, services and information
iii. Make RICS more agile; to take advantage of
new opportunities.

Stuart Edwards welcomes
your comments and
thoughts so please email
on the following address
geochair.rics@gmail.com.

In relation to (ii) our PG Board continues to
deliver appropriate and timely client guides and
industry standards. For example, our Vertical
aerial photography and derived digital imagery,
5th ed, 2011, has recently been accepted as the
industry standard specification by both
Ordnance Survey and Environment Agency
procurement. Furthermore, the publication of
the new edition of the 1:500 scale measured
surveys is a major target for the PG Board
during the 2011-12 session. Moreover, the very
nature of our virtual board is already addressing
point (iii) in making the PG Board more agile.
Board members from around the globe were
able to contribute to the various 'live' debates as

and when their schedules permitted and I must
say that this style of working seemed to gel with
the vast majority. The discussion document that
attracted the most e-traffic however was the
latest amendment to the explanatory text
associated with the revision of the APC. RICS are
proposing a new style APC with core business
and surveying competencies at its hub, that all
must achieve, plus a series of additional
specialism competencies that together will
provide our industry with well-rounded and
appropriately qualified RICS professionals.
Whilst many applauded this new approach
some board members including Chris Preston
(FRICS) rightly noted that the devil would be in
the detail. I too welcome the updated approach
but caution against considering the APC in
isolation. In my last column I reported on both
the revised AssocRICS and new PER routes to
membership and it is essential that any APC
revision be considered in relation to these.
Shortly after closing our virtual board James
Kavanagh and Chris Preston hot-footed it to
this year's Intergeo trade fair and conference,
held this year at Nuremburg, Germany. The
detail of their visit is subject of a separate
article in this issue but suffice to say that to
further raise our profile I believe it is key for
the Geomatics PG Board to maintain
representation at this significant event. An
example here is that following our attendance
last year, RICS Germany / Switzerland are
seeking to provide a German language version
of the 'laser scanning' client guide.
In signing off , I would draw your attention
to our ever popular 2011-12 evening Lecture
series which continues on Tuesday 15
November, at RICS HQ where the Earl of Lytton
(John Lytton) will deliver the annual Michael
Barrett Award Lecture (17.30 for 18.00 at
RICS headquarters). I will be attending this
event so perhaps I will see you there, if not
you are welcome to send me your comments
and thoughts at the following email address
(geochair.rics@gmail.com).

If you are changing your address, then let us know and we will update your subscription, BUT. . .
. . . please remember that if you receive GW as part of your RICS membership, you must inform the Institution
of any change of address – we cannot change the RICS membership database. Call +44 (0)870 333 1600 or
write to: RICS Contact Centre, Surveyor Court, Westwood Way, Coventry, CV4 8JE, UK or email
contactrics@rics.org
Otherwise, subscribers can call Barbara on +44 (0)1438 352617, email: barbara@pvpubs.demon.co.uk or write
to PV Publications, 2B North Road, Stevenage, Hertfordshire, SG1 4AT, UK.
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Undercurrents

A grand day out at Kew
By Malcolm Draper

Simple bedouins
with jacuzzis, the
benefits of an Irish
passport and a visit
to the National
Archives.

T

he RGS seasonal lecture programme has
got underway with some cracking talks. So
far, the stand-outs have been Wade Davis
on “Into the silence: The Great War, Mallory
and the conquest of Everest and also the BBC’s
veteran foreign correspondent John Simpson.
Wade showed how a generation that
survived the horrors of the trenches were not
in anyway bothered about a mere mountain.
For Britons recovering from those years, the
Everest expeditions were seen as part of a
national redemption.
John Simpson meanwhile was really
outstanding in giving us a grand tour of the
Arab Spring uprisings across the Middle East.
He thought that mobile phones had been a
big influence in the cause of freedom,
allowing users to mobilise by quickly spreading
information and video images as well as
sharing them with the world.
Simpson really is a class act to rank with a
handful of lecturers we’ve had in recent years
like Douglas Hurd, Chris Patten, the last
governor of Hong Kong, and historian John
Julius Norwich. Despite his wide international
acceptance, Simpson told us about how he
uses his dual British-Irish nationality to get into
countries that would otherwise send him
straight back. He recently tried to get into
Syria via Istanbul. The passport officer at
Damascus airport had his rubber stamp raised
and was about to let in one Cody Simpson
and mark his Irish passport, when a well
dressed official appeared. ‘Good morning Mr
Simpson. I saw you on the television the other
day, very good. And no, you can’t come in!’
After a night in the airport’s cells he was sent
packing back to Istanbul!
Simpson’s insight into the politics of countries

The National
Archives at Kew.
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like Burma, Tunisia, Syria, Libya and Egypt was
very impressive. He has interviewed Saddam
Hussein, Osama Bin Laden (who didn’t stop
shouting at him!) and Colonel Gaddafi, whose
exit from the world came just two days later, and
whom he regarded as “barking”. ‘I am a simple
desert bedouin’. Yes, said Simpson, ‘a simple
bedouin with a jacuzzi in an airbus A340.’
Asked how the world might look in ten
years time, he reviewed whether India or
China would lead but was doubtful. With US
power waning, he sadly thought things would
probably be worse rather than better. And on
a worrying note he reported that the BBC
finds it increasingly difficult to get
correspondents for places like Afghanistan
where a recent vacancy attracted just one
applicant. ‘They all want is to stay with their
families nowadays’ said John.

A day out with maps at Kew
Now, I want to tell you all about an absolutely
fantastic place I visited recently. What’s more, I
know the area where it’s located like the back
of my hand but never knew this particular
spot was there. To what am I getting overexcited about? The National Archives. Located
near Kew Gardens, this facility houses Britain’s
official records spanning a thousand years.
And ordinary folk like you and me can go
there and ask to see all sorts of interesting
things. But a word of warning first. Whilst
much is available online, you’ll probably need
to register before they let you get your hands
on the really interesting stuff.
I went there with the Editor as part of a small
group from the Defence Surveyors Association
(mainly ex military surveyors) and in the
company of Ruth Adams, Roy Wood, James Prain
and Alan Roberts. We were royally
entertained by several knowledgeable
archivists and curators with a splendid
display of five centuries of military mapping.
But first a few facts about the National
Archives, where they don’t talk about
acquiring documents but the “accession”
of documents. A subtle use of language
but reflecting the true nature of their
work. They don’t go out looking for
interesting things to acquire: an act of
parliament specifies exactly what
government departments must deliver to
be permanently archived (and in properly
catalogued form) at which point the said

Undercurrents

Below: Map of Plymouth Sound made in 1587
from Sir Richard Grenville’s survey in readiness for
the Spanish attack. (NA ref MPF 1/6 ex SP 46/36/4)

Above: sketch map signed by Robert Fitzroy, the second governor of
New Zealand, showing the Bay Islands and hostile Maori camps. Inset
confirms Fitzroy’s signature. Fitzroy was later to achieve fame as the
Captain of Darwin’s ship HMS Beagle. (NA ref MPH 1/77 item 4, WO
1/433)

documents become their latest accessions.
‘We are the nation’s artificial memory’
explained Andrew Janes, Records Specialist
Maps & Plans. The memory currently holds 180
kms of shelving, 100 terrabytes of digital
material and at least 6 million maps (‘one of
the largest holdings in the world’). ‘Our story is
the history of government – your story is what
you find in the archives’ concluded Mr Janes.
Although I believe it’s pretty easy to access
documents there are a few rules; one of which
is you must only use a pencil when you’re in
the reading room and no sharp objects,
including pencil sharpeners. Hmm. . bit of a
problem Houston. You can photograph
documents and there’s even a free do-ityourself scanning service as well as pay-asyou-go printing facilities for some documents.
So what did we see? Map Archivist Rose
Mitchell introduced a selection of mapping,
mainly from our often fraught relations with
the French and some of it stolen from our old
enemy. Maps drawn from balloons, maps of
sieges in the Caribbean as we fought for
control of the sugar trade and islands passed
back and forth between us. There was also a
map of the Ohio River drawn by a young
British officer in 1754. Whatever happened to
young George Washington?
An unusual map, and possibly the only one
involving Her Majesty’s sledge, tracked an
expedition to the arctic in the 1850s to find
out what happened to the ill-fated Franklin
expedition. HM Sledge Discovery and her crew
tracked all over the Canadian arctic but found
no trace of Franklin or his crew.
The work of the National Archives is ever
work in progress. Archivist Eunice Gill told us all
about recent accessions including documents
from the UK Hydrographic Office, Defence
Estates and Defence Geographic Centre (once
Military Survey). From UKHO alone 26 volumes
of ships’ remarks books covering 1000 voyages
between 1759-1773 should keep historians
busy. If they tire of pouring over the books they

could turn for relief to 2757 coastal views from
1734 to 1972. Her work also includes
disabusing government departments of the
notion that all they need to do is load all the
material to be archived into someone’s car boot
and send it on its way to Kew. ‘Everything has
to be recorded and indexed with an audit trail
so we know what it is and where it’s come from
for Freedom of Information purposes’.
Currently, documents no longer required
are sent to Kew once they are 30 years old
(the 30-year rule). That is due to change to 20
years beginning in 2013 with a catch up
programme over ten years. Websites present a
new challenge and currently a snapshot of
government sites is taken every few months.
We were then let loose on a selection of the
255 metres of military map documents
currently held. They were laid out for us
beginning with an extraordinary plan of
Plymouth harbour and approaches made in
1587 at the time of the Armada and Drake’s
plan of defence including his celebrated
bowling pitch on the Hoe. Maps of New
Zealand; Malta’s islands; The Crimea along with
a photo of the survivors of the Charge of Light
Brigade more than 30 years on (a dozen or so
elderly bewiskered gentlemen); a journal from
the Tower of London opened at a page listing
employees of the Ordnance Survey and their
annual pay, which ranged from £36 for
draughtsmen to £200 for the colonel in charge
plus an extra £50 in “lieu of coal and candles”.

“All you ever wanted to know
about Map and Air Chart
supply but didn’t know who to
ask” was the catchy title of
this popular publication.
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Undercurrents

Got a tale to tell?
Please send letters for
publication by e-mail
to the Editor: editor@
pvpubs.demon.co.uk
or contact
Undercurrents, in
strictest confidence if
you wish (we promise
to change names,
places, etc to
protect the guilty!),
via e-mail:
rentamalc@aol.com

We also saw a photo of Lord Kitchener and
his staff officers in South Africa together with
the Boer generals holding a peace conference.
Alas the conference was not a success but it
didn’t stop the Boers using the photo later to
claim they’d captured Kitchener! More maps
depicted the sieges of Rourke’s Drift in the
Zulu Wars, Cawnpore and the Indian Mutiny,
Gibraltar and more. Then we saw photo
montages of the trenches from the Western
Front, and accurately painted in watercolours
for a purpose unclear followed by several
WW2 maps including the air map for the Dam
Busters raid.
The Cold War era was represented by a few
photographs from the 56,500 negatives
captured in Operation Sandstone to record the
entire coast around the British Isles in case the
Russians invaded. What was the point? Where
were we to go and lick our wounds and plan
a re-invasion of our island? Ireland, Iceland,
Canada? Still, it would have been a useful set
for the Russians!
So there it is. I urge you to go and use the
National Archives
(http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/). Whilst
there, you’ll also find a museum including the
Domesday Book, excellent café and coffee bar,
and a great little shop stuffed full of British
history books, DVDs, nostalgia, and other
ephemera. A great day out, all set in attractive
grounds and a lake full of geese and swans.

A large group of ex-Hunting Surveys employees
took part in the annual lunch at Hadley Wood
Golf Club in North London on the second
Tuesday in October, and probably spent the rest
of the week dieting! John Leatherdale and his

One or two recent headlines and reports from
newspapers around the world have caught our
eye this month.
“One-armed man applauds the kindness of
strangers” (It sadly begs the question, how?)
“Police: crack found in man’s buttocks”
“Statistics show that teen pregnancy drops of
significantly after age 25.”
“An Australian Army vehicle worth $74,000
has gone missing after being painted with
camouflage.”
And from the small ads and classifieds:
WANTED: Somebody to go back in time with
me. This is not a joke. PO Box 322 Oakview
CA 93022. You’ll get paid when we get back.
Must bring your own weapons. Safety not
guaranteed. I have only done this once before.
Human skull used once only. Not plastic. $200
OBO Dr Scott Tyler.
TOMBSTONE: Standard gray. A good buy for
someone named Grady.

The Editor welcomes letters from readers on relevant topics. Please
endeavour to keep them brief and to the point. We reserve the right
to edit for clarity and brevity. email: editor@pvpubs.demon.co.uk

From Richard Groom
In response to Adrian Halliwell's letter in the last issue of GW, perhaps
I can voice a few words of support for what he calls the 'G' word.
Geomatics is a word that encompasses everything that
measurement surveyors do and can therefore include dimensional
control of oil rigs, GIS and photogrammetry as well as setting out
topographic and boundary surveying. It is not difficult to relate the
word to the earth and to measuring and is in fact in the names of
several land surveying firms. I would not be surprised if these
companies have benefitted from the modern ring about the term,
which is attractive to clients as well as prospective university students.
In his letter Mr Halliwell does not use the word 'surveyor' on its
own, so perhaps we can agree that it should always be used with a
qualifier in order to prevent the unqualified from practising land
surveying. This is a problem particularly with multidisciplinary firms and
especially because 'surveying' covers so many activities completely
unrelated to dimensional measurement.
One of the questions in the TSA online questionnaire (that would
be a survey...!) to which Mr Halliwell refered was "What would you
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wife, Moira organised the splendid event, which
is attended by a core of regulars.
Next year will be the twenty-fifth aniversary
of the closure of the company. All ex-Hunting
staff are welcome. If you would like to come
along, keep Tuesday 9th October 2012 free
and drop John Leatherdale an email:
johnleatherdale@02.co.uk.
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like to be known as?" 77% of respondents chose 'surveyor' and 4%
'geomatics'. A few years ago, there was a trend towards calling people
who did geomatics, 'geomaticians'. There is no need for this, any more
than there is a need for doctors to practise 'doctoring'! People who
practise geomatics can be photogrammetrists, land surveyors,
cartographers, setting out surveyors and so on - there are many
occupations that can fit under the geomatics umbrella.
I would agree that the world has been slow to absorb the word
'geomatics', but I am convinced that it is sinking in. The 'G' word
would certainly benefit from promotion but equally, we could do
without the muddying of waters that comes with use of alternative
terms like 'geospatial'. Geomatics does the job, it is catching on and it
reflects what our profession is all about. Let's accept it and promote it.
The debate has however brought to the surface a discontent that
has been simmering for decades. Our profession suffers through
having three disunited bodies, representing a fraction of the
profession, that take it upon themselves to carry out similar functions
not very effectively. What we need is a single, viable, unified
organisation which is respected and effective and represents the full
range of what is in fact a numerous profession.

High resolution site survey

Surveying Stonehenge
– Part One
By Paul Bryan, Head of Geospatial Imaging, English Heritage

Figure 1 – Controlled scanning of the Stonehenge landscape using the
Leica C10 laser scanner.
(Image by James Davies © English Heritage).

In the first part of
a two-part article,
Paul Bryan, Head
of Geospatial
Imaging, English
Heritage explains
the background to
the recently
completed, very
high resolution
survey of
Stonehenge and
the techniques
used.

S

tonehenge is perhaps the most famous
prehistoric monument in the world.
Begun as a simple earthwork enclosure, it
was built in several stages, with the unique
lintelled stone circle being erected in the
Neolithic period in around 2,500 BC. A visit to
English Heritage’s National Monuments Record
(NMR) centre in Swindon, 35 miles north of
the monument, reveals a wide variety of
survey material for the Stonehenge site. This
includes aerial photographs, topographic and
elevational surveys; all archived within the
NMR’s Historic Plans Room and accessible to
the public through EH’s Enquiry and Research
Services Team. Although some measured
surveys of the actual stones were undertaken
in the 1970s, most published plans and
elevations of the monument derive from the
work of Flinders Petrie in the 1870s and the
Ministry of Works in 1919.
As a means of further developing the
record for Stonehenge and incorporating three
dimensional digital data for the stones
themselves, English Heritage has undertaken a
number of surveys at the site. A
photogrammetric survey of the monument
was undertaken in 1993 (Bryan et al, 1997).
This incorporated film-based stereo-

photography and a ‘conventional’ approach to
survey control by the inclusion of at least four,
small targets within each stereo-pair, fixed
temporarily to each stone surface and threedimensionally coordinated by theodolite
observation. Using pixel correlation three
dimensional surface models from scanned
versions of stereo-photography were created
at a resolution of 2cm, resulting in what was
then the most complete survey of the standing
stones at Stonehenge.

Sub-millimetre resolution
More recently a trial laser scan survey was
undertaken in 2002/2003 by a team from
Wessex Archaeology and Archaeoptics Ltd
(Goskar et al, 2003). Using a Minolta VI-900
close-range scanner, 0.5mm resolution surface
data was captured for sections of three
stones. By applying a variety of filters, virtual
illumination and animation techniques to the
captured data, this successfully highlighted the
huge potential of this new approach for
recording, analysing and visualising the fine
surface detail of the stones.
Since 2006, low-cost photogrammetric
approaches, as used within the
Northumberland & Durham Rock Art Project
(Bryan, 2011), have also been
trialled at Stonehenge. Again
focusing on one stone, these
ably demonstrated
photogrammetry’s ability to
automatically generate dense,
millimetric resolution 3D data
to sub-mm accuracies using
stereo-imagery captured by
off-the-shelf compact and
DSLR cameras (Wojtas, 2010).

Landscape project
Figure 2 –
Scanning the
stones using the
Z+F 5006h laser
scanner with Mcam motorised
camera (Image by
Andrew Dodson ©
Greenhatch Group).

In 2007 English Heritage
embarked upon an analytical
landscape survey of the
Stonehenge World Heritage
Site (WHS) at various levels of
survey and scales (Field et al,
2010). Otherwise known as
the Stonehenge Landscape
Project, this was undertaken
by EH’s Archaeological Survey
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Figure 3 – Scanning the surfaces of the stones using the Z+F Imager 5010 laser scanner (Image by Paul Backhouse © English Heritage)

& Investigation team and although primarily
focusing on the earthworks across the WHS
landscape it included other upstanding
physical remains of monuments within the
site. This included the stones themselves and
although 3D surface models already existed
from the 1993 survey, it was felt that the
centimetre resolution of this data would limit
both current and future potential for
analysing both the known ‘dagger’ carvings
and other graffiti on the stones. Alongside
display opportunities now offered by the
proposed new Stonehenge visitor centre,
knowledge of the monument might be
dramatically improved and reveal possible
unknown artwork detected by using modern
laser scanning technology (Darvill, 2005).

Surveying ‘the triangle’

‘‘

. . . knowledge
of the monument
might be
dramatically
improved and
possible
unknown artwork
detected. . .

’’

However, rather than concentrating on just
the stones and carvings, any new survey
should also complement the survey
approaches being utilised by, and contribute
additional data to, the wider landscape
project. Therefore, following consultation
with the project team it was proposed to
carry out a new, detailed survey of both the
standing and fallen stones and the area of
landscape immediately surrounding them
known as ‘the Triangle’. This would be
separated into three component areas, each
with specific resolution requirements:
• Topographic landscape within ‘the Triangle’
– using terrestrial laser scanners and
appropriate data processing techniques to
accurately capture a ground surface model
at a resolution of at least 10cm.
• The stone circle and ‘bank and ditch’
immediately surrounding it – using
terrestrial laser scanners and appropriate
data-processing techniques to accurately
capture a surface model at a resolution of
at least 2cm for the landscape and up to
1mm for the stones themselves.
• The standing and fallen stones - using
close-range and/or high-resolution
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terrestrial scanners combined with
appropriate data-processing techniques,
to accurately capture all visible faces of
the stones at a point-spacing of at least
0.5mm.
These requirements were collated into a
project brief for the new survey that related
to the English Heritage Metric Survey
Specifications for Cultural Heritage (Andrews
et al, 2009). As well as supplying both the
scans and meshed surface data for each area,
this also required the successful contractor to
undertake a preliminary archaeological
assessment of the captured data and prepare
a summary report on their findings, in order
to inform any later analysis and interpretation
of this new dataset.
Following a tender process, the work was
awarded to Greenhatch Group Ltd, based in
Little Eaton near Derby, who proposed
working in partnership with Atkins
Geospatial Mapping & Analysis and ArchaeoEnvironment Ltd. Funded through English
Heritage’s National Heritage Protection
Commissions Programme (NHPCP), the survey
commenced on site on 22nd February 2011.
Given the immense popularity of the site and
the need to maintain public access
throughout, the surveyors had to work
extremely closely with both the local
Stonehenge management team and on-site
custodial staff in order to develop a mutually
agreeable programme for every single stage
of site survey work spread over the agreed
four week period. They also had to contend
with the vagaries of the British weather and
the occasional request to vacate the site, to
facilitate other filming and photography
requests that the site regularly receives due
to its iconic status. Even with these hurdles
to overcome, Greenhatch still managed to
finish the site survey work on time and as per
their agreed programme of work.

Three scanners
The methodology proposed by Greenhatch
incorporated the use of a range of modern laser
scanners, each with varying range and accuracy

High resolution site survey
specifications, to fulfil the requirements of the
specification. These included:
• Leica C10 ‘time-of-flight’ laser scanner –
principally used for surveying ‘the Triangle’
and ‘bank and ditch’, due to its capture
range of 300m and the quality of survey
grade point cloud data it can provide on
landscape based features (see figure 1).
• Z+F 5006h ‘phase-based’ laser scanner –
used to record the stone circle at the
required 1mm resolution, in conjunction
with a Z+F M-Cam (motorised camera)
which provided fully calibrated and
colourised point cloud data in an
automated form (see figure 2).
• Z+F Imager 5010 ‘phase-based’ laser
scanner – used to record the individual
faces of every stone at the specified
resolution of 0.5mm. At the time of survey,
this was the very latest in terrestrial laser
scanning technology having just been
released to the world-wide market. As well
as using a Class 1 laser to achieve an
enhanced range of up to 187m, the
specified range noise over a 10m distance
is less than 0.5 mm rms. Therefore by using
the scanner at a distance no greater than
7.5m from each stone face and by applying
a novel ‘stereo-scan’ approach to maximise
the depth of field to each face, the Z+F
5010 provided exceptional quality, highresolution data suitable for this level of
survey (Dodson et al, 2011). (See figure 3).
As well as adopting a rigorous approach to
scanner placement, to maximise the accuracy
of the captured data over a given range and
maintain a consistent overlap between scans,
Greenhatch also proposed the placement of a
minimum of four registration field targets
within each scan selection. These were
observed and coordinated using a 0.5 second,
high accuracy, piezo drive Leica TS30 total
station, which ensured both a high quality of
scan-to-scan registration during the postprocessing phase, whilst maintaining an
overall accuracy to the complete survey in
excess of 1 in 1,600,000.

Photography
Separate high-resolution colour digital imagery
covering every stone face was captured using
a Nikon D3x 24.5mp DSLR camera equipped
with 28mm and 50mm Nikon lenses.
Undertaken by Cory Hope from Atkins
Geospatial Mapping & Analysis, this would
provide an accurate, colour balanced texture
for the meshed models for each individual
stone face.
There are some places that the laser
scanner just couldn’t reach, so to complete
the data capture process, a digital
photogrammetric solution was employed for

Figure 4 – Use of the Jimmy Jib to capture stereo-photography of the upper
stone surfaces suitable for photogrammetric processing.
(Image by James Davies © English Heritage)

the upper surfaces of each stone. Although it
is possible to use a laser scanner on a high
level access platform, such as a portable
scaffold tower, cherry picker or even hydraulic
mast, the potential for movement during
scanning at height, combined with the
importance of the site and the very high
resolution of data needed, meant that laser
scanning was deemed unsuitable for this area
of the survey. Instead the Nikon D3x,
equipped with calibrated 28mm lens, was
attached to a ‘Jimmy Jib’ camera boom, as
used within film and television production.
This provided a suitable, remotely controlled
and highly manoeuvrable vantage point from
which overlapping stereo-photography could
be captured from just above the top surface of
each stone (see figure 4).
The resultant imagery was processed using
the automated pixel-correlation algorithms
within Photomodeler Scanner software to
provide the required resolution of 3D surface
data. In most cases the strips of stereo
imagery were adequately tied together using
the ‘Smart match’ process, however where
automatic matching was unsuccessful, a
manual tie process was required. The
resultant images were referenced to the site
co-ordinate system using separate
observations to points of detail observed
using a reflectorless total station theodolite.
Alongside the scan data, this referencing
would allow all the products of this new
survey to be fully integrated with other
existing datasets for the Stonehenge site
including lidar, aerial photographs,
geophysical survey plots and the earthwork
surveys generated by the Stonehenge
Landscape Project.

‘‘

. . . the specified
range noise over
a 10m distance is
less than 0.5 mm
rms.

’’

• The second part of this article will appear
in the next issue of Geomatics World.
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3D Conference report

Preserving the Past and Shaping the Future
By Adam P. Spring

I
Glasgow’s Digital
Documentation
2011 attracted some
high profile players
as well as political
leaders, reports
Adam P. Spring.

n September members of the heritage
community from across the globe gathered
in Glasgow at the Scottish Youth Theatre
for Digital Documentation 2011. Established
in 2009, the conference has continued to go
from strength to strength, as well as
showcasing the on-going digital preservation
work conducted by a team brought together
by Doug Pritchard (Glasgow School of Art)
and David Mitchell (Historic Scotland). A
current example is the impressive Scottish 10
project, infused by Ben Kacyra and Mike
Russell.

Keynote by Scotland's First Minister
For Alex Salmond, DigiDoc 2011 was an
example of how "it pays for a small country
to think big". In a passionate and pragmatic
speech Scotland's First Minister outlined his
desire for the country to embrace its past in
order to help shape its future. A process he
felt strongly about - to the point where he
"pulled rank" on former Culture Minister,
Mike Russell, to keynote the event. Quite a
catch for the organisers.
Salmond's speech set the tone for, and
resonated throughout, the conference. As
events unfolded it became clear ideas
pertaining to national solidarity had a

positive and profound effect on the
preservation of Scotland's cultural heritage.
Overwhelmed by events, Paul Bryan, head of
geospatial imaging for English Heritage,
poignantly noted: "The understanding
demonstrated by and support from First
Minister Alex Salmond is an inspiration and
an example that other organisations and
governments need to learn from."
Indeed the open-minded approach adopted
by the public sector in Scotland was refreshing
and illuminating. In times when other parts of
the UK are brushing heritage concerns to one
side to satisfy increasingly unpopular political
and economic agendas the message in
Scotland was clear: thinking long term and
seeing the bigger picture is the way to drive
things forward.

International Collaboration
The amount of preservation work taking place
in conjunction with other organisations, such
as CyArk, on a worldwide scale further
exemplified this. There was no sign of such
collaborations slowing down, especially with a
Scottish Ten project in Rani Ki Vav, India,
scheduled for an October 4th start date. It
was clear communication and Implementation
of Salmond's ideas continue to be achieved to
maximum effect by DigiDocs organisers and
supporters - Glasgow School of Art (GSA),
Centre for Digital Documentation and
Visualisation (CDDV), Glasgow City Council,
Historic Scotland, CyArk and sponsors Leica
Geosystems.

Ben Kacyra and CyArk
Alongside clear support from Scotland's
governing party, the SNP, the influence of
laser-scanning veteran Ben Kacyra loomed
large at DigiDoc 2011. A forefather of
commercial mid-range laser scanning, Kacyra
has continued to address cultural heritage
concerns since 2003 through CyArk - a
California non profit corporation (501c3). In
part a reaction to the destruction of the
Bamiyan Buddhas in Afganistan, CyArk was
forged from a genuine desire to digitally
preserve endangered heritage sites
worldwide. Since 2007 an extension of this
vision has been the ever increasing and
evolving relationship with the Glasgow
School of Art, the Centre for Digital
Documentation and Visualisation and the
Scottish Government. On a personal level
there is also the direct connection between
the land of the Scots and the Kacyra family;
Ben's wife, Babara, has Scottish ancestry.

Above: Scotland’s First
Minister Alex Salmond
gets the show
underway.
Right: Plenty of
networking time for
delegates in between
sessions.
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The range of presentations supporting
CyArk and its mission cemented Ben Kacyra's
position as an inspirational figure with a clear
vision. In fact the influence he seemed to
wield was summed up in the closing speech
by the non-profits director of projects and
development, Elizabeth Lee. It was clear that
Scottish Ten was integral to CyArk's goal of
digitally preserving 500 of the world's key
heritage sites over five years.

Right: XRez Studio
founder Greg Downing
takes his enthusiasm for
digital photography very
seriously.

The Scottish Ten
For David Mitchell (HS) and Doug Pritchard
(GSA) Scottish Ten exemplifies the power of
likeminded people coming together and
working together. In their joint presentation
the origins - along with ongoing and future
work - of the project was outlined in vivid and
visually stunning detail. A direct outcome from
an introduction between former minister of
culture Mike Russell and Ben Kacyra, Scottish
Ten is cross branding Scotland's five UNESCO
World Heritage Sites with five other such sites
around the world. Supported by £1.3 million
donated by Scotland's Government, the
project has generated £3 million worth of
press coverage already and has had a
noticeable affect on tourism in Scotland. A
large portion of Scottish Ten press came from
the scanning of Mount Rushmore in 2010.

Presentations
DigiDoc's range of presentations exemplified
a balance between public and private sector
collaboration. The international range of
speakers reiterated the close working
relationship with CyArk who had advised on
the presentation list. For instance phase-shift
laser-scanning pioneer Katsushi Ikeuchi
travelled all the way from Tokyo to present at
the conference.
Over the two days the overarching message

Right: CyArk’s
Elizabeth Lee gave a
closing speech to the
conference.

from all presenters was clear: it was the
people driving the technology not the
technology driving the people. This included
Brian Mathews (Autodesk Lab's) showcasing
free photogrammetry package Photofly; Elmer
Bol of the soon to be acquired by Autodesk
Alice Labs, demonstrating new features in
Studio Clouds; John Meneely, the Queen's
University Belfast geologist whose wife would
not let him bring his Faro Focus3D to bed with
him; and xRez Studio's Greg Downing, a man
whose passion for computational photography
led him from the mean streets of San
Francisco to a business partnership catering

‘‘

. . . the project has
generated £3
million worth of
press coverage
already and has
had a noticeable
affect on tourism
in Scotland.

’’

create exceptionally accurate digital models of Scotland’s
five UNESCO designated World Heritage Sites and five
international ones, including the iconic Mount Rushmore
Presidents in South Dakota, USA. The primary aims of the
project are to:
• record important historical sites for the benefit of future
generations in Scotland and overseas.
• share and disseminate Scottish technical expertise and
foster international collaboration.
• provide digital media to site managers to better care for
the heritage resource.
• recognise international Scottish cultural connections.

SCOTTISH TEN is an international 3D scanning project to
digitally document Scotland’s five World Heritage Sites as
well as five international ones.
The five-year project uses cutting edge technology to

Led by Historic Scotland, Scotland’s heritage agency, and its
partner Glasgow School of Art, under their collaborative
venture ‘The Centre for Digital Documentation and
Visualisation LLP’, the Scottish Ten project will create
digital documentation of the sites for future development
of world class and innovative research, education and
management. For more see, www.scottishten.org
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3D Conference report
range TLS data format outlined by Gene Roe in
his presentation on data standards.

Learning from Experience
Erwin Christofori,
left, laser scanning
with a bullet-proof
vest.

Back to Aristotle’s
five senses: Patryk
Kizny (left) of
Looky Creative
presented a film to
provoke feelings
and experiences.

for the SFX needs of the west coast film
industry. In fact there was even a Dr StrangeWalker bicycling his Leica HDS 6100 scanner
around the caves of Nottingham.

‘‘

. . . a mixture of
rich and thought
provoking visuals
and sounds to
provoke feelings
and experiences
integral to a
sense of place. . .

’’

Digital Documentation Project, Transylvania
Though sleeping arrangements were not
specified, another happy Faro Focus3D
customer was EKG Baukultur. The Berlin and
Vienna based duo Mathias Ganspöck and Jan
Kanngiesser have been taking a multi-sensory
approach to heritage documentation since
2005. Through the utilisation of social
networking sites like Facebook the pair
continue to take an active approach in trying
to record heritage sites under threat. The
Digital Documentation Project, Transylvania is
a current example and aims to preserve areas
of Rosia Montana in Romania from destruction
caused by gold mining activites in the area.
Archiving of data generated by such noble
endeavours will hopefully be made easier by
the advent of E57 - the first ubiquitous mid-

The Lewis Chessmen:
rapid prototyping from point
cloud data
Discovered in 1831, the 12th century Lewis
Chessmen comprise 78 pieces carved in
Walrus ivory.
Another facet of data interpretation on
display at Digital Documentation was rapid
prototyping. Low temperature burning
plastic (mixed with powder to give a matt
finish) was used to recreate the Chessmen
on a 3D printer. Such printers can be self
replicating also. For more visit reprap.org.
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Long time CyArk collaborator and Stuttgart
based laser-scanning icon Erwin Christofori
gave another presentation that reaffirmed his
modesty and brilliance. He gave examples of
Iraq, where a bullet-proof vest is mandatory,
to some of the oldest evidence for cultural
civilisation from Turkey. His talk was consistent
through the evident excitement it generated.
Modelling reality is not a problem for
Christofori und Partners.
In a similar vein, Professor Giovanni Pancani
and Graziella Del Duca of the University of
Florence brought several threads of the
conference together. Revisiting work they had
demonstrated at Leica's 2010 HDS user group,
photogrammetry influenced work flows and a
Leica HDS 6100 were used to record and
accurately represent ornate building interiors
(see Geomatics World Jan / Feb 2011). The
pair certainly brought new meaning to what
could be called an "Italian job".

Experiential Processes
The visual and audio work of Patryk Kizny
(Looky Creative, Poland) and Seb Jouan (Arup
Acoustics Scotland) separately both achieved
what it means to survey, along with the
processes involved. At a time when survey is
largely seen as a quantitative process, i.e.
primarily concerned with metric information or
at the most texture orientated in terms of the
qualitative, Patryk and Seb brought things
back to Aristotle's concept of the five senses.
Patryk's short film The Chapel (viewable at
Vimeo) used a mixture of rich and thought
provoking visuals and sounds to provoke
feelings and experiences integral to a sense of
place, in this case a building. Using more
measurement based sound techniques and
equipment, such as 3D microphones, Seb's
worked provided the quantitative example
required to cement the points visual art raises
like The Chapel. For Patryk and Seb the world
is as much about soundscapes and capturing
the experience of a moment visually as it is
integrating human sensory processes with
those of their technology based counterparts.
Imagine a world where a BIM can smell funny.

Conclusion
Digidoc 2011 was a credit to all involved. From
the early bird data standards meeting
(September 20th) organised by James Hepher, to
the Wednesday evening céilidh at the Centre for
Contemporary Arts, the conference reiterated
that the digital heritage community is an
enthusiastic and friendly (quite possibly
alcoholic) group of people. By all accounts the
Glasgow based event was engaging from start
to finish. A great deal of praise was given to
Dorothy Hoskins (Historic Scotland) and the
event management committee by the end note.

InterGeo

More than just big geo-boys
with big geo-toys
By James Kavanagh

INTERGEO 2011
was held in
Nuremberg,
Germany this year
and is the biggest
tradeshow for
geomatics in the
world attracting
16,000 visitors from
over 80 countries,
reports James
Kavanagh.

Below: UAV’s were the
undoubted top product of
Intergeo 2011.

E

ven through a strong German ‘flavour’ is
maintained, the overwhelming international
influence at InterGeo is becoming more
evident each year. This is highlighted by a
German conference which runs along side and
really does need an English language stream;
RICS was very pleased to note in the post
InterGeo commentary that this will happen for
InterGeo Hanover 9-11 October 2012.
The exhibition space exceeded 28,000 sqm
and contained more than 800 exhibitors. The
usual multinational manufacturers such Trimble,
Leica and Topcon had large and well attended
stands but the event is also interesting for the
amount of service providers that exhibit. An
entire industry of competing and expert niche
companies have evolved to provide everything
from geo-enabled valuation services, geolocation and addressing, imagery and precise
positioning for a bewildering range of clients.
Apart from the ongoing attraction of the
cutting edge geo-gadgets that are released, this
aspect of a growing service provider industry is
one of the real successes of InterGeo and the
global geo industries in general. This year saw
the Chinese and Indian participants grow in
number and also saw a significant rise in
participation from North America.
Before delving into some of the more
interesting releases, RICS had a small but busy
stand and received a constant flow of visitors
including RICS members during the three days
of the exhibition. Chris Preston, FRICS
represented the RICS geomatics global PG
board and helped run the stand. Chris also
had time to wander the three enormous halls
that made up the exhibition and see
the geomatics global industry writ
large. An awesome sight, especially
when one is used to the generally
small scale of UK geo events.
The geomatics client guides (especially
‘Laser scanning’) proved
popular as did the recent
releases on ‘mapping green
infrastructure’ and ‘GPS in the
Arctic’. Somewhat surprisingly
the more ‘Land’ orientated
outputs such as the Land
Journal and Modus also
proved very popular. We also
took the opportunity to meet
with representatives from
several countries. InterGeo is
fast becoming the forum to
meet UK senior surveyors with

several large practices and organisations sending
delegations, some even brought clients along for
the ride. RICS has already followed up on
becoming involved with the SPAR laser-scanning
events and closer liaison with South Africa.
This year also saw several industry forums
and an ongoing ‘open’ stage for innovation
and ideas; this was well used and attended.

So just what caused all the excitement?
For the last couple of years laser scanning (the
release of the Faro Focus 3D laser scanner last
year causing the nearest thing to mass hysteria
that geomatics has ever witnessed) and this
year a couple of new-ish products. Topcon’s
IP-S2 Mobile Mapping System was popular
with interested parties being taken on a quick
scan/drive around the conference centre. The
new system is modular so at the end of a long
day it can be removed from the vehicle’s roof
for secure storage.
Trimble revealed their new software products
Access and Business Centre; these are very
interesting cloud-based products, which bring
the connection between field and office a step
closer. Leica showcased their ALS70 Airborne
Laser Scanner and the Wednesday evening saw
the traditional showdown on who has the
biggest stand party.
2011 saw a prize being given for best
‘animator’ by a laser-scanning service provider
and it was interesting to see the German
National Mapping Agency (aDv) stand and
outputs. Germany has also launched the ALKIS
(official property and land register information
system), which provides online access for the
public and professionals to a whole range of
property-related datasets. Perhaps not so unusual
from a UK perspective but an enormous cultural
step change for continental Europe. One more
nail in the coffin of the measured cadastre.
Some of the geo-gadgets were quite
amazing but none more so than the undoubted
top product of InterGeo 2011 – Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Remote controlled
helicopters, weird flying saucer style UAVs,
model aeroplanes and more was on display and
all containing high-resolution camera and GNSS
enabled navigation technologies, and in some
cases, inertial sensors. A personal favourite was
the ‘Swinglet CAM’ by SenseFly LLC which is a
ready-to-deploy mini drone with a highresolution camera; it even looks like a stealth
bomber! £10k, yours to take away in the box
(for more see our review in Showcase 2011,
issue 2). And who said surveyors were boring?
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Intergeo 2011 report

A

s you would expect, visitors to Intergeo were met with a deluge of product launches, updates, upgrades,
extensions, enhancements and more! James Kavanagh’s report touches on some of these announcements but
below we feature a summary of products from companies who sent us press releases from the event.

Minimising manual effort

Above: Topcon’s Tesla
data collector features a
5.7 inch, ultra-bright
backlit LCD screen, a
battery life of up to 16
hours and hot-swappable
battery capabilities.

Faro has made further developments to last
year’s stand-out product, the Focus3D laser
scanner, with the introduction of a multi-sensor
system, plus a new software release. The aim is
to make 3D documentation projects more cost
efficient by minimising manual effort and time
in the post-processing phase. To summarise, the
multi-sensor hardware includes a compass and
height sensor to complement the existing dualaxis compensator. The new sensors deliver
orientation and relative height against a set
starting point for each scan, improving the
automatic registration process.
SCENE WebShare 4.9, the company’s Internet
sharing browser, provides measurement tools and
added information via documentation objects.
Additional points are a WLAN remote control
that allows users to start, stop, view or download
scans remotely. Finally, we hear that the Focus3D
can now be equipped with three new adapters
for specific applications. The automation adapter
allows the scanner to be mounted on any
support while the helical adapter builds on this
by adding two pins to fix the scanner body in a
stable position for mobile scanning. Finally, the
TMS adapter has been developed for surveying in
super-fast tunnelling applications.

portions within the processing.

Collaborate in the cloud
A cloud-based series of software applications for
precise positioning projects was announced by
Topcon Europe Positioning. The Magnet
software aims to provide real-time collaboration
between project manager, field crews, office
personnel, engineers, or consultants and
combine every facet of managing a company’s
projects, data and assets. The series includes
four modules: field, tools, office and enterprise.
The first three can be purchased outright or be
activated on a subscription basis while
Enterprise is an individual company cloud.
GW also has details of the company’s new
Tesla data collector range, which features
include a 5.7 inch, ultra-bright backlit LCD
screen, a battery life of up to 16 hours and hotswappable battery capabilities. The dustproof
and waterproof instrument with IP67 rating runs
a Windows Mobile 6.5.3 operating system and
operates with the company’s software, including
Magnet, Pocket 3D and Layout. All three units –
Standard, Geo and Geo G3 – come with Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth wireless technology. The Geo and
3G add a 3.2 MP camera and GPS capability;
the latter also has a 3G GSM modem (AT&T
network approved).

Software aplenty

• A full listing of all of
InterGeo exhibitors can be
found at the Intergeo’s
website:
http://www.intergeo.de/en/
englisch/index.php
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Many of Leica’s show releases were presented
at their own GeoWorld roadshow events and
are covered in GW’s report on page 24. So
here we will just mention the release of
SmartWorx Viva onboard software version 4.0,
which offers features to make data collection
and stake-out more productive.
From Trimble, we have news on Trident
Analyst 4.7 terrestrial mobile mapping office
software and version 8.7 of its eCognition
software suite, designed to extract information
from geospatial data including images, point
clouds and GIS vectors. The former software is
designed to manage and interpret highresolution digital images and large point
clouds and to automatically extract features
from the company’s MX mobile mapping and
survey systems.
The eCognition 8.7 release features selective
3D – an approach to combining 2D raster and
vector data with statistical attributes derived
from 3D point clouds. This is achieved by
pinpointing the portions of a point cloud most
relevant to the analysis and including just those
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Instruments: receivers and scanners
Following its acquisition of Ashtech, Trimble
company Spectra Precision were on hand to
showcase the ProMark 800 GNSS receiver,
which can be operated as a base, rover or
network rover for real-time kinematic (RTK) or
static field applications. Using Z-BLADE multiconstellation GNSS processing technology, it
tracks available satellite signals including GPS,
GLONASS and Galileo plus WAAS, EGNOS and
MSAS satellite-based augmentation systems.
Lightweight, waterproof, shock-resistant and
cable-free, the receiver is supported by Survey
Office 2.60 software and the latest Survey Pro
5.0 field software. New features of v5.0 include:
improved data management control; Active DXF
- support for staking activities with DXF files to
enable data flow from the design software to
field crews; a customisable home screen;
updated feature codes; and FXL file support for
feature codes and attributes.
Delegates also saw the debut of Altus
Positioning Systems APS-U GNSS 136-channel
receiver, which provides multi-frequency

Intergeo 2011 products review
capability together with GNSS heading, L-Band
positioning and wireless communications. The
receiver meets MIL-STD-810G specifications for
humidity, dust, shock and vibration, and
operates under temperatures from -30 to +65
degrees C. The design is scalable from a single
standalone GNSS receiver to full options with
heading, wireless links and RTK capability. The
unit has an additional processor for on-board
configuration and custom applications separate
from the GNSS engine.
Riegl Laser Measurement Systems introduced
the VZ-4000 laser scanner for operation in
mining and topographic applications. The
scanner offers a wide field of view, a range of
up to 4000m, an accuracy of 15mm, a laser
pulse repetition rate of up to 200 kHz, echo
digitisation and online waveform processing for
multiple target capability and an optional
waveform data output. It also features a built-in
camera, on-board inclination sensors, integrated
L1 GPS receiver with antenna, and built-in SSD
data storage media.
Additional announcements from Riegl include:
• The VMX-450 mobile laser scanning system, which
combines two VQ-450 “Full Circle” laser scanners,
providing a scanning rate of up to 400 lines/sec and
a laser pulse repetition rate of up to 1.1 MHz
• The VQ-580 airborne scanner designed for measuring
on snow and ice. It has a laser pulse repetition rate
of up to 380 kHz, a range of up to 2350m.

• The VQ-820-G airborne laser scanner is designed
for combined land and hydrographic airborne
surveying.

Trimble’s Connected Site portfolio expands
Trimble’s S6 robotic total station now enables
users to remotely see and measure through a live
video feed from the instrument on their data
controller. By integrating survey data with video,
surveyors can verify their work and ensure that
everything is captured before leaving the job.
Access Field software is now available on the
M3 mechanical total stations, allowing surveyors
the optional availability of the Access Roads
module. The module imports road alignments
from many third-party sources, allowing users to
key-in complete road horizontal and vertical
alignments, templates and superelevation, and
widening records.
The GeoExplorer GeoXR network rover
combines the functionality for high-accuracy
field work with the flexibility of handheld
positioning. It can be used mounted on a survey
pole with an external antenna or serve as a
rover. The receiver can be removed from the
pole and switched to its integrated antenna for
handheld point measurement with access to
features such as the camera.
Finally, with the Access Software Development
Kit (SDK), software developers can create tailored
applications for customers.
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Above: Spectra Precision
showcased the ProMark
800 GNSS receiver –
lightweight, waterproof
and shock-resistant.

Above: Riegl introduced
the VZ-4000 laser
scanner for mining and
topographic applications
with a range up to 4 kms.
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AGI conference

Twisting maps and more at GeoCommunity’11

A public data
corporation, GIS for
vineyards,
boundaries, twisted
maps, maps on
mobile phones and
even a soapbox. It
was all on the menu
at the Association
for Geographic
Information’s annual
conference, reports
Stephen Booth.

Professor Bob Barr (below)
sets out his agenda for the
Public Data Corporation.
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his was the 5th year of AGI’s
GeoCommunity conferences. A move to
the University of Nottingham’s East
Midlands Conference Centre helped give the
event a lift despite fewer delegates (550) than
2010. Nevertheless, there were nearly 60
sessions to choose from plus a lively fringe of
workshops, socials and the frenetic soapbox.
More of which anon.
Each of the two days heard keynotes and
plenary sessions with stand-out presentations
from several speakers addressing the new era
of open data from government.
Standing in for a sick Sir Ian Magee, Cheryl
Miller CBE, a former CEO of East Sussex
County Council, opened the keynotes,
welcoming the changing climate in public
sector information. But she questioned
whether in a data-rich society we have the
wisdom to apply it.
Amanda Turner of Esri UK believes the
language of GIS can be a barrier to outsiders –
a serious disadvantage if that outsider is a
CEO of a big company you’re trying to sell the
benefits of GIS to. ‘CEOs like short words,’ she
said, like ‘Yes, no, win and cash!’
She argued for collaborative GIS across
business using cloud portals, citing an RICS
publication this reporter was unfamiliar with,
The potential of GIS in the identification of
sites for vineyards in the UK.
Professor Bob Barr is a regular at these
events with interesting and often controversial
views on freeing up the public data silos. He
addressed the ‘intriguing concept’ of a Public
Data Corporation (PDC) proposed by the
Government as a “centre of excellence”. ‘Well
they’d hardly want a centre of incompetence,
would they,’ he wryly observed. But, as ever,
the devil is the detail. Barr found that the
Government’s written proposals include “. . . a
vehicle that can attract private investment.”
He went on to advocate
six principles he believes
should be embodied in
the PDC:
Government should
only collect and maintain
data where it is required
to deliver a specific policy
objective;
The data should be
definitive and maintained
in a single place with only
one correct version – not
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conflicting as it currently does through
different address databases.
- Wherever possible data should be used for
multiple purposes across government (in the
UK, observes Barr, there are at least four
mutually inconsistent property registers).
- Unless there is a privacy issue all data
should be available in raw form.
- The corporation should be not for profit.
Lastly there needs to be a regulatory office of
government information as well as a data
registry, data factory and a speculative
publishing house.
Barr believes that most issues around
government data have already been
encountered through various GI initiatives;
‘and we know most have failed like the costly
fire control system set up by the previous
government’. Nevertheless, he thinks the PDC
is an important opportunity for the UK as long
as it concentrates on the public interest with
data that is definitive for government.

What could possibly go wrong?
A debate, “Open Data – what could possibly
go wrong?”, aligned protagonists of the
economic benefits of open data against those
who believe it will never cover the cost. Bill
Oates, a civil servant with the Welsh Assembly
Government, was delighted by open data. He
acknowledged the BBC and The Guardian
newspaper’s efforts in creating thematic maps
such as those on deprivation. ‘It all helps us
do our job better. Freedom of Information
requests are much easier!’
For Bob Barr, the ‘eco-system of data has
changed radically’. For copyright holders he
warned, ‘young people don’t expect what
they find on Google to have any restrictions’.
A gloomier view came from Trevor Adams of
the GIS service for the Metropolitan Police.
‘The concept of open data has hit us hard.
Information given to the police is often
traumatic, embarrassing but given in privacy’.
Thanks to crime mapping on public websites,
his colleagues were now finding
householders reluctant to report crime lest
their property prices fall.
Gesche Schmid of the Local Government
Association argues that people will have
different ideas about how to interpret data.
‘We need an argument about the business
model behind open data’ she said before
reminding us that the private sector has plenty
of data too which they should release as part

AGI conference
of their corporate responsibility.
Questions raised during this fascinating
debate centred around whether the data
should be ‘cleaned up’ first and privacy. ‘Keep
costs down’ was GIS tweeter and blogger
Steven Feldman’s view. He believes ‘data is the
fuel on which analysis can be done. The
presumption should be yes to putting data out.’
But privacy remains a big issue for open data.
How far do you go down in releasing data?
‘Once you go down to smaller areas it gets
personal’ observed Trevor Adams. Bill Oates
concluded, ‘open data is a state of mind’.

Solve it the boundary way
‘Most political issues in the UK can be solved
by changing boundaries’ argued Jamie
Justham, giving a fascinating and detailed
presentation on the UK coalition Government’s
plans to equalise parliamentary election
constituencies. Whilst desirable, the move
throws up serious challenges. A margin of
only ±5% in electorate is allowed for with the
exception of four places at the extremities of
the British Isles (Western Isles, Orkney,
Shetland and the Isle of Wight). While the
legislation commands that geography must be
taken account of and particularly that for the
vast multi-member European Parliament
constituencies, proposals are already throwing
up some odd mergers and omissions as wards
move from one location to another.
An all-too-brief discussion focused around
what is definitive data and what is personal
data? You can’t have definitive mapping
because two surveyors working to the same
specification will still get different results. So
should the data be cleaned up first? No, says
Barr, but it should come with a health
warning. On the vexed issue of personal data,
he believes that as concerns shift with time,
the data commissioner must adjudicate.

Government calls for BIM
Around the numerous half-hour sessions I went
to “BIM is not Geospatial or is it?”, a
thoughtful presentation from Ann Kemp of
Atkins. Building Information Modelling should
be based on geospatial information and be
part of larger GISs such as those operated by
local authorities and the emergency services.
Nevertheless, there will be privacy issues over
just how much of a building owner’s
information should be released when BIM is
basically about the lifecycle management of a
project. The Government is backing BIM and is
calling for all publicly funded capital projects
to use the process by 2016. ‘CAD and GIS
communities must get together’ said Kemp,
‘There are common challenges – data. Process,
people and technology’. Questioned on the
way ahead, Kemp said ‘it was intellectually
stimulating as we have to work with our
competitors’.
The final day’s plenaries was primarily about
mapping. But not just any mapping. Professor

Danny Dorling is a specialist in “Twisting maps
– how to see what’s real” He is a human
geographer and has spent two decades
annoying the hell out of topographical
geographers by taking the accepted shapes of
geographical entities and turning them into
cartograms (or hexagrams) using, for instance,
conformal projections where all lats and longs
are at right angles. Or just adjusting the size
of entities based, for instance, on population,
travel distances from London or wealth. His
latest published work, by the way, is “An atlas
of bankrupt Britain”. His thesis is ‘most maps
produced by government are useless!’ His
many different ways of looking at maps and
statistics have to be seen (try a trip to his PhD
student Ben Hennig’s website at
www.viewsoftheworld.net/). Meanwhile Dorling
looks forward gleefully to new ways he can
twist maps.

Parliament’s Geospatial Bill
It would not be an AGI conference without
hearing from Dr Vanessa Lawrence CB, the CEO
of Ordnance Survey. She travels around the
world a lot these days but believes Britain has
the most developed geospatial community in
the world. But others will be catching us
before long. China is spending £1.5bn
developing its own silicon valley (someone told
me recently that country has 30,000 students
taking geomatics courses – bet the RICS
would like 1% of them!). Meanwhile,
explained Dr Lawrence, India, long starved of
properly funded mapping, has a Geospatial Bill
before its parliament. Imagine that!
She has been to Australia too where she’s
been advising on ‘geospatial in the regions’
but found a novel online map using aerial
imagery that enabled people to very quickly
check their flood line, following the
devastating floods earlier this year, so they
could rapidly get a claim processed.
Finally, did I mention the AGI Soapbox?
Sponsored by Star-Apic, this is a five-minute
opportunity to literally stand on a soapbox
and make a pitch with your slides
automatically changing every 20 seconds. Six
brave souls mounted the pedestal
(disregarding a cheat who tried to do it over
the internet from California!). Few manage to
get a fully coherent message across but by the
wisdom of crowds Mike Saunt was awarded
first prize amongst the ranters.
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Open Data debate. From
left to right: Gesche Schmid,
Trevor Adams, Bob Barr, Bill
Oates and Steve Feldman.

‘‘

China is spending
£1.5bn developing
its own silicone
valley (someone
told me recently
that country has
30,000 students
taking geomatics
courses – bet the
RICS would like
1% of them!).

’’
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Product roadshow

Investing in your world in tough times

D

The Editor attended
one of Leica
Geosystems’
roadshows. With
lots of special
offers and ever
growing
functionality on the
kit, surveyors are
spoilt for choice.
But do we need
consultants? Extra
material by
Richard Groom.

eciding which of Leica’s
ten roadshows across the
UK to attend was not
easy this year. They have a
knack of choosing some
tempting venues. Despite the
lure of Silverstone Circuit, I
opted for Wembley as I had yet
to see the new stadium.
Located in a grimly ordinary part
of North London, the iconic
building and arch are visible for
miles around. Likewise, when
you go to the top of the
building there are stunning
views of the greener lands
beyond the North Circular Road.
‘The world is getting tougher’ was the
message from Leica parent Hexagon’s CEO Ola
Rollén, one of a number of talking heads in the
intro video. For many it certainly is getting
tougher, yet ironically Leica’s sales in the UK are
back where they were before the financial
collapse in 2008. MD David Price acknowledged
a shift in customers buying habits from outright
purchase to hiring, especially of the higher end
products. Equipment hire is an attractive means
of accessing the latest technology without the
risk. But, for potential purchasers, Leica had
some tempting offers.
This year’s GeoWorld event became
myWorld and the theme was “Investment in
Your World” with a stream of examples
reduced to a cost per day rate for those not
up to discounted cash flows and other
financial tools. As in previous years, the event
included several non-competing companies
such as AiC, LSS, MBS, Autodesk, emapsite,
Scanlaser and Cable Detection, the last two
also Hexagon group companies.

A defiant and
proud Bobby
Moore invites
entry to the
arena.
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A geometry trap?
There was a lot of talk this year about control
– survey control. We seem to be witnessing a
quiet revolution. With combined scanner, total
station and GNSS instruments on tripods and
poles, there are now many more options for
establishing control. One example given was
of a reference object visible from several
enclosed areas – fenced gardens, perhaps. The
surveyor could set up a combined total station
and GNSS instrument in each garden in turn,
use the GNSS to find the position – using
SmartNet – and observe to the common RO.
Then later, the coordinates of the common RO
can be computed by intersection and each
instrument set-up orientated. The point is that
surveyors now have greater flexibility for
establishing control. The danger, of course, is
that untrained surveyors will fall into the trap
of poor geometry and inadequate redundancy.
Amongst the new goodies on show were
some interesting developments in RTK GNSS.
A smart Simcard is due to be launched within
the next two months, enabling users to roam
between networks so improving real-time
SmartNet coverage. However, for those who
do not need real-time results, Leica’s Simon
Mears stressed that post processing is an
option for many applications. Indeed Leica
have also extended their GNSS post processing
computation service to include network RTK.
Other new arrivals at the high end of the
GNSS receiver range include the GS25. This
instrument can be used as a reference or a
rover. It can ensure synchronisation with
external devices like cameras or echosounders,
has a-23 hour battery life and works with the
Viva controllers. Its sister, the GR25, is a
reference receiver for CORS while for GIS data
collection, the GG02 receiver is ideal. This is a
dual-constellation, dual-frequency receiver
that, when using network RTK, gives results to
centimetre level under good conditions. But its
particular attraction is that it is optimised to
work under difficult conditions (e.g. under
tree canopy and near buildings) to an accuracy
of 0.1 – 0.3m. Good enough for most GIS
purposes.
The market for GIS applications is predicted
to expand by 70% in the next five years,
according to a report by Technavio, driven
mainly by the availability of accurate geospatial
information (see also McKinsey’s The Power of
Big Data report). Surveyors are, of course,
ideally suited to collecting data at any scale, so
now is probably a good time to do some
marketing. Leica’s GIS guru Nathan Ward,
explained that data can now be streamed from

Product roadshow
the cloud via Google or emapsite to Leica’s
Win-based software MobilMatrix, which is
capable of multi-sensor input.
A new controller – the CS25 - is a
ruggedized tablet UMPC (ultra mobile) with
7” screen that can also operate as a mobile
office. Integrated with GPS and a 2Mp
camera, it costs £3350 and comes with IP65
protection, 2Gb of RAM and 64Gb of solid
state storage. Meanwhile, the Zeno series of
field controllers can now be fitted with a
GNSS cap for on-the-pole data collection
helped by a new antenna.

Photogrammetry and overlays coming
Leica sold over 400 TS15 imaging total stations
last year and this year has added a robotic total
station – the TS12. It can be operated from the
instrument but using a controller as the
interface. The imaging version of the TS15 now
includes faster video streaming and an
impressive facility to make a panoramic view by
stitching together images taken automatically
by the total station. Provided that the camera is
calibrated, overlapping images from the TS15
can also be used for photogrammetric
purposes. Promised for next year in the
onboard software is the ability to overlay
captured points on an image so, for instance, a
road or path of an alignment can be clearly
seen on the instrument’s screen. Options, by
the way, for Leica’s total stations can reach
scary numbers – for the TS15 alone there are
over 160. Some are available as upgrades,
others like imaging and the telescope must be
ordered at first purchase.
Data exchange between the office and the
field and between instruments in the field can
be achieved using Leica Data Exchange
software, which is being offered as a free-ofcharge taster for 180 days. While Active
Assist, Leica’s equivalent of the AA, enables
service staff to log on to a customer’s
instrument and operate it remotely to solve
problems in the field. A new option allows the
owner to provide the expertise to field
surveyors, so a senior in the company’s office
can sort out problems on site.
The network RTK service SmartNet is now
in its sixth year. Simon Mears gave a run-down
of the latest developments with the satellites.
Currently 31 GPS and 21 Glonass are in orbit
with the first two Galileo operational satellites
due to launch that very day (but the launch
was delayed following an anomaly detected
during fueling of the spacecraft). Nevertheless,
with over 50 satellites available, in addition to
EGNOS availability, your bit of the sky is likely
to be capable of giving very good fixes. Mears
asked if we could guess how many were
available over Wembley that morning; the
majority guessed correctly at 18 satellites.
The Spider software that runs SmartNet is
now at version 4 and supplies correction data
for GPS and GLONASS. SmartWorx is also
now at version 4 and includes a new

Paul Burrows
demonstrates
the detachable
handle on the
C10 scanner,
which can be
replaced with
a mount for a
prism or GNSS
antenna.

initialisation method.

Scanning the early adopters
Tim Baddeley paid tribute to Leica’s pioneer
customers over a decade ago who took the
first tentative plunges into laser scanning.
Babcock Engineering were the first closely
followed by Plowman Craven, who developed
film industry and forensic applications as well
as heritage and 3D as-builts. Several other
early adopters recorded their comments on
video. Downland Partnership believe they now
find more profitable work with laserscannng
than previously through terrestrial
photogrammetry. Survey Operations echo this
view having switched from topo survey work.
One company, Malcolm Hughes, claims they
manage 90% utilisation of their scanner.
There were demonstrations of the HDS
7000 and C10 laser scanners. For the latest on
Leica laser scanning readers should refer to
Engineering Surveying Showcase Issue Two for
a report on the recent HDS conference.
However: one tip. The phase-based HDS 7000
has an impressively high precision for data
close to the scanner but it falls off quickly
with distance. On the other hand, the time-offlight scanners have lower precision but
maintain it over longer ranges.
I am sure that Leica regard the purpose of
these events as keeping existing and potential
customers up to date with the latest
technological developments, along with
information about costs and some special
offers. However, this year the word
‘consultant’ came up quite frequently. Are
they straying onto dangerous ground asked
one industry pundit? Not so long ago
insurance companies were selling their wares
using in-house advisors, but then we had a
series of mis-selling scandals and they are now
obliged to recommend that potential
customers seek independent advice. The
comparison is extreme and the area is grey,
but both the seller and the buyer need to
remain vigilant.
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‘‘

. . . they now find
more profitable
work with
laserscannng
than previously
through
terrestrial
photogrammetry.

’’
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A word with the FIG President,
Teo CheeHai

T

EO Chee Hai is a licensed/chartered
surveyor in Malaysia as well as
being that country’s national
delegate of the Association of
Authorised Land Surveyors Malaysia.
He holds a Bachelor’s degree in
Applied Science (Surveying) as well as
an MSc. Last year at the Sydney
congress he became FIG President
and will serve for a total of four
years.

Divides and
disconnects. FIG
President Teo Chee
Hai talks to
Richard Groom
about the
challenges facing
the organisation in
the 21st century.

In the report you delivered at the FIG Working
Week in Marrakech you mentioned a divide
between professionals and policy makers and
between professionals and people at the grass
roots. Would you like to expand on these divides
and what action you plan to take?
I do not think I am alone in recognizing
these divides. While this may not be an issue
in some jurisdictions, in others it is. Leading
up to my presidency, I have heard remarks
about the inability to present views let alone
influence policy, leading to an expressed desire
for greater advocacy, if that’s the right term to
use. In my recent encounters with some grass
root organizations, beneath the warm
exchanges, I could not but detect both some
frustration and also the desire to work with
professionals such as us to address issues that
are human in nature.
In this regard, one plan is to incorporate into
the next Working Week, space for peer-to-peer
learning and I certainly hope that presidents
and/or heads of delegation of our member
associations will take advantage of this to
engage one another so that we can begin to
address these divides. I am aware of one of our
member associations in Africa that has a
programme to engage the grass roots in issues,
which are close to the surveying profession.
You also mention a ‘disconnect’ between
practitioners and the younger generation of
surveyors (including surveying students);
academics and practitioners, academic programmes
and industry practices; and the profession’s
estimation of its role and actual reality. Please
could you explain these disconnects and how FIG
is dealing with them.
I had the opportunity to engage with
professional members, academics and
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graduates and students at the same time
during a recent visit to a member association.
If you had been present in that hall, this
disconnect would be apparent to you. FIG will
continue to put its primary “event energies”
into our working weeks and congresses during
my term to ensure that these are the primary
events where all, from across the breadth and
depth of the profession, can participate.
FIG introduced an Academic Members
Forum in Marrakech, working towards its first
Young Surveyors Conference in Rome next
year. These new initiatives are all aimed at
bringing together practitioners, industry,
academia and the next generation of
surveying professionals.
We are also asking our member
associations to engage with our commissions,
especially with regards to commission
activities, in the hope that activities and events
at the regional and local level will afford
opportunities to address these “disconnects”.
It strikes me that the divides and the disconnects
are actually similar in the sense that
communication is at the core of the problem. A
Young Surveyors Conference would seem to me to
reinforce ‘silos’ rather than break them down. On
the other hand, at the 2008 FIG Working Week in
Stockholm the organizers arranged speed
mentoring sessions as a means of facilitating
discussion between young surveyors and their
more experienced counterparts. Is this the sort of
measure that you think is needed to help bridge
the divides and get us better connected?
Agreed - better communication and the
willingness to engage will begin the process of
bridging this divide.
As for the Young Surveyors Conference, we
are attaching it to our Working Week for the
inaugural event and are working out the
programme at the moment. However, going
forward the challenge is to integrate that into
our working week itself and also provide
avenues for interaction with more experienced
participants such as those speed mentoring
sessions that were organized in Stockholm,
On the subject of money, I hear that there has
been disquiet amongst member organisations
where individuals may be members of two or
three FIG member organisations and therefore
(indirectly) are paying the €4.48 FIG membership

interview
fee a number of times. How is FIG proposing to
resolve this problem? Have you considered
allowing direct individual membership to FIG?
I am a member of three professional
organisations that are also members of FIG. I
also enjoy the rights of membership from
these organisations and at the same time
having a responsibility to pay subscriptions, a
portion going towards the organisation’s
payment to FIG. FIG will remain a federation
and the memberships, in the classes that are
presently provided within our statutes, are not
open to individuals.
The high cost of attending FIG conferences is
prohibitive for those of us who do not have our
expenses reimbursed. Indeed, anyone attending
Sydney from Europe would have had to find over
US$4000 to make the trip. Overall, there seems to
be a disconnect between the modest per capita
charge for membership of FIG and the
astronomical costs involved in attending FIG
events. Does FIG recognise this as a problem and
if so, have you considered ways in which events
can be made more inclusive, by reducing the costs
or using web technology?
I would not disagree with you on the issue of
the cost of attending conferences. I understand
it is one that is faced not just by FIG alone. Just
as it is expensive for one from Europe to attend
the Congress in Sydney, it is equally expensive
for another to attend the Marrakech Working
Week from, say, New Zealand!
Each successive FIG Council has worked on
ensuring that FIG’s primary events are accessible
and affordable. However, the conference fee is
only one part of the total cost of attendance.
For this term, we continue to review, try and
seek some means to maintain our conference
fees at an affordable level as well as ensuring
that our events are accessible.
Having mentioned the high costs involved in
attending conferences, they are actually shorter
than they used to be. In Sydney, this meant
cramming sessions into the shorter time frame
and there were up to ten parallel streams at
times. Do you agree that this is overwhelming for
delegates and how are you planning to deal with
it for the KL conference?
We have to accept that a participant will not
be able to attend every single session offered as
we continue to operate with parallel sessions.
There is also a need to balance between
providing opportunities for the many who are
qualified to make a presentation and the
hurriedness to complete one’s presentation at
the given session. It is something that we must
continue to work on to ensure that participants
and presenters do achieve their desired
outcome from their attendance.
What plans do you have for FIG to promote itself

to the surveying profession or do you believe
that this is the job of the member organisations?
May be I can illustrate this challenge! FIG
participated in the preparatory meetings for the
upcoming inaugural UN Forum on Global
Geospatial Information Management. This
Forum will lead to a global consultation
mechanism amongst member states of the UN
to develop effective strategies, formulate
policies and strengthen capacities for the
management of geospatial information. This
global mechanism should raise awareness of the
scope and the significance of geospatial or
location information and its potential and
capacity, when integrated with other
information, to address global challenges. FIG
welcomes and supports this initiative as it brings
to the fore the scope, the significance and the
potential of geospatial or location information.
However, the “last mile” in this aspect
would have to be put in by member
associations where this UN led initiative may
afford the local profession at the UN member
state level the opportunity to promote the
significance and usefulness of surveying and
address the divide we discuss earlier.
FIG clearly depends on member organizations to
communicate FIG’s role and value to their members.
To what extent do you see the member
organizations as enablers or barriers in this process?
I certainly see member associations as
enablers and as you observed earlier,
communicators. May I also add engagement,
which is crucial. As the saying goes, it takes
two hands to clap!
A look at the world map showing the coverage of
FIG members reveals the rather disturbing picture
that India is not a member, there are virtually no
member organisations in the Middle East and few
countries in Africa are members. There are also
few members in Latin America. Does this reflect a
long-standing picture or are there patterns in the
way that member organisations are joining and
leaving FIG? What is FIG doing to encourage
wider membership?

‘‘

This global
mechanism should
raise awareness of
the scope and the
significance of
geospatial or
location
information . . . to
address global
challenges.

’’

FIG certainly shared your observation. We
also understand that in certain jurisdictions,
there are no national professional organizations
at the present moment. We continue, as it has
been with previous Councils, to encourage
membership and this Council intends to work
with Commissions as well as member
associations so that various FIG-related or
supported events are better distributed allowing
FIG to access some of these under-represented
regions. For instance, FIG will only have one
Regional Conference during this term of office
and the location is Latin America.
Thank you very much for your time and best
wishes for your presidency.
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Down under currents

1770 or 1606?
By John Brock

H
Discoveries are often
attributed to those
who shout about
them and have the
best publicists. Our
correspondent has
been hearing about
the Dutch mapping
of Australia’s eastern
coastline over 150
years before Captain
Cook. He’s also
been learning about
ancient Roman
surveying instruments
and visiting Malta.

ow spooky is it that this DUC is my 56th
and I turned 56 on 21 August! There has
to be something in the numbers. Topp
tours took us to a Riverboat Ramble on the
Hawkesbury River, a Daffodil Festival in the
NSW country town Rydal and a wander in the
Wollondilly (south of Sydney). For my birthday
breakfasted at the historic Vaucluse House on
Sydney Harbour, a magnificent mansion built by
W.C. Wentworth, one of the three men who
paved the route over the Blue Mountains west
of our major city in 1813.
At my favourite museum, the Australian
National Maritime Museum, I sat in on a filming
of a brilliant documentary titled "1606 and 1770
- A Tale of Two Discoveries" which highlighted
the poor press received by the first recorded
charting of Australia by Willem Janszoon, captain
of the Duyfken in 1606, as compared to the
legendary status accorded James Cook for his
later 1770 charting of part of our eastern
coastline. The event was attended by the Dutch
Ambassador, Willem Andreae, while the replica of
this early vessel looked on from its mooring
nearby. A couple of weeks later I was in the
audience for a seminar on the Dutch discoveries
of Australia at the same venue.

Amazing Malta

Below: Brocky
next to the
headstone of
surveyor
Nicostratus
Popodius from
Pompeii and
(inset right) the
stone relief of a
Roman Groma.
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When an International Map Collectors Society
Symposium in Malta was offered to its
members in September I could barely believe
my luck. My surveyor friend Randolph
Camilleri, who is President of the
European Surveyors Association,
generously showed Kerima-Gae and I a
cave called Ghar Dalam bearing ice
age elephant and hippopotamus bones
about 180,000 years old along with
the Tarxien Temples, Haga Qim and
Mnajdra where the stone temples date
from 3600 to 1500 B.C. The earlier
dates are 1000 years older than
Stonehenge and the Great
Pyramids.
This fascinating country
with around 400,000
population is great with its
colourful history, which takes
visitors through the period of
the Knights of St John from
1530 to 1798, who were
called "Hospitallers" because
they built hospitals so that
they could fill them up with
all of the heads they cracked!
Napoleon came and went
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from 1798 to 1800 then the English took over
until they gained independence in 1964,
becoming a Republic in 1974.
We visited The Grand Masters Palace
(1500s), Casa Rocca Piccola (c.1565) with the
Marquis De Piro and his wife hosting tea, the
Maritime Museum (1690s) with the Minister
for Culture Dimarco and the Palazzo Falson
(13th century) in Mdina.

Up Pompeii
While we were so far from home we also
made a three-day snap tour to Pompeii and
Herculaneum to complete a childhood dream.
On our first day we went up to the top of
Mount Vesuvius, the huge volcano
responsible for burying the two ancient
Roman towns and smothering about 25,000
residents. To make us just a tad nervous there
were three separate areas of this intimidating
crater which were continuously belching
smoke! Stark reminders of the horror of that
event on 24 August in 79 AD can be viewed
in the contorted body casts of the people
and animals which were preserved through a
technique of plaster infusion into the lava
cavities invented by archaeologist Fiorelli.
Such specimens can be seen at all of the
various sites around Vesuvius.
The Town of Pompeii is incredible with the
many surviving murals, mosaics, statuary,
buildings and paved streets but the building
in biggest demand is certainly the very small
brothel, which boasts a colourful collection
of erotic murals on its walls. At the Museum
in Boscoreale we saw the headstone of the
surveyor Nicostratus Popodius from Pompeii
which had a stone relief of a Roman Groma,
a surveying instrument with a right-angled
bracket to hold four plumb bobs for the
purpose of setting out rectilinear road
patterns and square allotments.
Our last day took us on the
Circumvesuviana train line to that museum at
the next station then on to Herculaneum
(now called Ercalano) which is another great
site. Finally we made it to the Museo
Archaelogica Nazione in Naples which along
with many other artefacts from the buried
towns had a glass case with plumb bobs,
drawing equipment and a folding ruler from
the House of Vero in Pompeii from where it
was also alleged that the metal pieces of a
groma and libella (another survey tool) were
found in situ. I am doing more research into
the sketchy data that I have so far found
about this "surveyor" of Pompeii.

Infrastructure

Involve ‘Subbies’ in the Big Picture
A trip to
Infrastructure’s
Keynote Theatre
has our reporter
wondering why the
survey industry
isn’t there looking
for opportunities
and why rail
projects cost much
less in France.

T

he second Infrastructure Show took place
between 17th and 19th October at the
Birmingham National Exhibition Centre.
This year’s exhibition was larger than last
although when GW was there, there appeared
to be fewer visitors. The seminar programme
again centred around three ‘hubs’ for Utilities,
Road and Rail and Airports but with an
additional ‘Keynote’ area. Having the
conference stages within the exhibition gives
the place a sense of bustle but only works if the
sound is balanced carefully, otherwise the
presentations interfere. Early in the day this
happened and it was clear that some speakers
as well as the audience were having difficulty
concentrating. This was not such a problem
later; or perhaps we got used to it.

Where are all the surveyors?
This is an important event and potentially a
huge opportunity for surveyors to reach senior
representatives from their clients’
organisations but Blom was the only survey
company with a stand whilst Topcon, Leica,
Korec and Faro were exhibiting equipment.
There were also several underground utility
mapping companies one of which was
advertising underground utility mapping
courses as part of the ‘Mapping the
Underworld’ programme. The courses are
currently being developed. The stand
advertised a website, www.mtuce.com, but
currently it has no content.

The price of democracy

‘‘

. . . gave several
examples. . . of
gabion retaining
walls that avoided
construction
problems and
reduced cost.

’’

GW attended the first day. The first session in
the Keynote Theatre was a panel discussion
around the title “Delivering Major
Infrastructure” led by the editor of New Civil
Engineer, Anthony Oliver. He asked why it was
that a rail project in France costs a quarter of
its equivalent in the UK. Much of the cost was
attributed to dealing with Britain’s planning
laws and the need for consultation. Several
speakers pointed out how much easier it is to
build things in nations governed by
dictatorships! The additional cost comes with
democracy. But procurement rules and
procedures are another bugbear as well as
what was termed ‘gold-plating’. On this latter

point the consensus was that in the UK there
are costs associated with having to fit with old
infrastructure and that new work has to be
stronger in order to withstand the hammering
it gets as soon as it starts to be used.

Innovation stifled
Lack of innovation is another concern and this
was again put down to current procurement
procedures. These, it was suggested, inhibit
innovation because tenderers are fearful that
any ideas they put in their bid documents will
be half-inched by their competitors or the
client, by putting the work out to rebid on a
revised specification. A representative from
London Underground said that they were keen
to pay for innovation and protect property
rights for such innovation. The innovation
should furthermore be encouraged at an early
stage in the project and involve construction
contractors and specialist subcontractors.
As so often, the mix of expertise is the
important thing. Consultants tend to have the
big picture but contractors can provide the
valuable detailed information that can have a
vital bearing on the project, to the benefit of all
concerned. This was born out by Daniel Evans
from Maccaferri who gave several examples in
which his company had recommended minor
changes to the design of gabion retaining walls
that avoided construction problems and
reduced cost. The same should be true for
survey but I would be unsurprised if the
standard procedure is still to whistle up settingout surveyors at a day’s notice and a day before
the concrete has to be poured.

PFI will be reborn
PFI and PPP have become dirty words but the
panel was convinced that the private sector
will be heavily involved in financing future
infrastructure. Interestingly, and perhaps
obviously, it was pointed out that most PPP
schemes on the continent generate revenue –
for example toll roads, whereas in Britain this
was seldom the case.
The general view was that it would be
possible to reduce costs by 10% without too
much difficulty and 30 – 40% reductions are
possible by reducing red tape.
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Overcurrents

Two tunnels for the price of one?
By Nick Day

T
Anyone who hasn’t
driven Highway 1
south from San
Francisco should not
miss this spectacular
trip to rival Europe’s
finest Riviera and
Amalfi coast drives.
Our US
correspondent
reports on two new
critical pieces of
infrastructure to
ease traffic flow
around longstanding
bottlenecks.

he title reminds me of the response from
construction site jokesters when asked,
while digging a tunnel from both ends,
what would happen if they didn’t meet in the
middle! [It did actually happen in India on a
railway project in the 19th century – the military
surveyor, alas, shot himself! – Ed] Well, with
modern instrumentation and a more rounded
technical knowledge, gleaned mostly from good
coordination and cooperation between various
disciplines, meeting design tolerances is now
almost a given. What is more likely today, with
cost overruns and schedule delays – for reasons
too numerous to go into in two pages – is
getting one tunnel for the price of two!
Here, I describe two large California
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) projects
that comprise the first major tunnels built in
California since 1964. As I was involved in
coordinating much of the engineering and
surveys on both these projects before retiring,
it’s nice to see them coming to fruition.

Devil’s Slide Tunnel
The California coast, south of San Francisco
from Pacifica through Monterey (John Steinbeck
country) to Big Sur, is unsurpassed in scenic
beauty. It’s a must drive for any visitor, and is
not dissimilar to the Croatian and Ligurian Sea
coastlines. Carved out of steep cliff sides,
Highway 1 hugs the coastline for much of the
route. But, between the two towns of Pacifica
and Montara, the road crosses the aptly named
Devil’s Slide region, a steep and unstable
geological formation. It’s here that the road has
a long history of closures due to rockslides and
land slippage. One of the longest closures, in
1995, lasted 158 days, and cost $7 million to
repair. Needless to say, this closure had a
devastating effect on the local economy which
included a 50% drop in tourism.
Although hard to believe, the evaluation of
alternatives and public input process – effects
on wetlands, wildlife, plants, noise, and visual
impacts, etc – lasted 30 years. The selected

Static GPS was used to provide control on both projects, tying in to
California’s HPGN (High Precision Geodetic Network) points.
Densification of that control was through a RTN (Real Time Network),
mostly CORS (Continuously Operating Reference Stations), a network
managed by NGS (National Geodetic Survey). However, it must be
appreciated that, with any linear project, one must tie in to what
currently exists on the ground, and especially legal property
boundaries and the State’s right-of-way. This is where the RBM comes
in handy – Rubber Band Method! OK, so that may be stretching the
point a bit, but enough acronyms for one article!
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alternative was to by-pass Devil’s Slide with two
inland tunnels beneath San Pedro Mountain,
providing a safe, dependable highway between
the two towns. One alternative, above ground
and some way inland, was determined too
environmentally sensitive, even though
considerably cheaper. Lack of knowledge by
local residents and environmentalists as to what
has and can be achieved in other countries –
notably France and Italy – often leads to poor
decisions and costly projects. This at a time of
diminished budgets and considerable debt.
The two tunnels, consisting of northbound
and southbound bores, are 30-feet wide and
4,200-feet long. Each tunnel is designed for
one lane of traffic plus an 8-feet shoulder.
Leading into the tunnels at the northern end,
two 1,000-feet long bridges span a valley at
Shamrock Ranch, 125 feet above the valley
floor. These were completed Sept 26, 2008 at a
cost of $43 million. At the southern end
Highway 1 is being re-aligned to provide a safe
transition to and from the tunnels. An
operations and maintenance facility will be built
about ¼-mile south of the tunnel, and an
earthen, vegetation-covered embankment sited
to help it blend with natural surroundings.
The first digging began when Caltrans
broke ground at the south portal on
September 17, 2007. Tunnel contractor, Kiewit
Pacific, used the New Austrian Tunneling
Method (NATM), which samples soil types
ahead of excavation and uses appropriate
machinery to get through it. The main diggers
are the road-header, featuring a long arm with
a pair of 2½-foot-wide spinning wheels,
covered with carbide-tipped spikes, and an
excavator affectionately nicknamed T-Rex.
As the bore progressed, workers secured it
by installing arched metal ribs and coated
tunnel walls with sprayed concrete, applied by
a remote-controlled robot. Thickness varied
from 4”-14”, depending on soil stability. After
that, bright yellow sheets of plastic
waterproofing material were installed to protect
the tunnel. (As every crew knows, water is the
No 1 enemy of tunnels.) Progress averaged
about 10 feet a day, and roughly 314,000 cubic
yards of soil, clay, and rock were removed from
the mountain. “Punch-through” of the north
portal of the Devil’s Slide Tunnel was Oct 1,
2010. Construction crews, who have been
working around the clock, seven days a week,
removed the last of the soil on Jan 18, 2011,
with the southbound completed a week earlier.
Once the tunnels and route realignment are
opened to traffic, Caltrans will relinquish the

Overcurrents
by-passed section of Hwy 1, and some 70 acres
of State right-of-way, to San Mateo County.
Future plans for the property include a new
park with bicycle and pedestrian pathways.
Views over the Pacific Ocean coastline will be
spectacular. Caltrans’ job however will not stop
there as the EIR process requires they monitor
and improve the state of wetlands, wildlife, and
plants. Independent agencies will ensure
mitigation work meets success criteria. As
usual, the devil is really in the details!
Crews are now working on the final
insulation and lining of the walls, and the
installation of electrical and other systems.
Total construction costs for the entire project
are around $340 million, with funding coming
through federal emergency relief. The tunnel,
scheduled to open to traffic in early 2012, is
California’s first highway tunnel built since
1964, when the third bore of the East Bay’s
Caldecott Tunnel opened. Speaking of which. .
.

What an incredible bore!
The Caldecott Fourth Bore Project is a
partnership between Caltrans, the Contra
Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA) and the
Alameda County Transportation Commission
(ACTC) to build a two-lane fourth tunnel, with
a 10-foot shoulder, north of the existing three.
Located on busy Highway 24 between
Oakland and Orinda, a small town on the East
side of the Coastal Range hills, the $390
million project is a four-year undertaking.
Hwy 24 carries 160,000 vehicles a day
through three existing tunnels. Currently, two
of these are open to westbound traffic
(towards Oakland/San Francisco) during
morning peak hours, and one tunnel is open in
the eastbound direction for the reverse
commute. For peak evening traffic, the middle
bore is reversed to have two eastbound tunnels
available. When completed, the fourth bore will
relieve congestion in the off-peak direction, and
two bores will be dedicated permanently to
both westbound and eastbound traffic.
Originally, $420 million was allocated for
the project, which includes four separate
construction contracts (tunnel, realignment of
existing highways and adjacent roads, and
landscaping), but bid savings on the tunnel
and ramp contracts, reduced the amount by
$30 million.
In November 2004, Contra Costa County
voters passed an initiative that continued a
1988 half-cent sales tax to fund transportation
projects. The availability of these local
government funds helped obtain additional
funds from the federal, state and regional
governments, notably ARRA funds (2009
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act), aka
federal stimulus funds to fully fund the project.
A regional measure, passed by voters on March
2, 2004, raised the toll on the seven Bay Area
state-owned toll bridges from $3 to $4, the
additional $1 being used to fund congestion

relief projects in the San Francisco
Bay Area, which includes the
Caldecott Fourth Bore Project. A
veritable pea soup of acronyms
provided the rest of the funding.
The stimulus funds replaced those
that would normally have been
secured through bond issues;
however, these became difficult to
acquire during the financial crisis
of 2008/09.
Tutor-Saliba Corp of Sylmar,
California, is the contractor for the Above: strict regulations were in place to
avoid sparks due to methane risk.
main tunnel, which has a clear
width of 41.25 ft (12.58 m), and
total length of 3389 ft (1033 m).
Seven cross-passages – excavation
for the first began earlier this
summer – will connect the third
and fourth bores and serve as
emergency exits. As with the
Devil’s Slide tunnel, this is also
using NATM. Structural supports
for the tunnel are: rock dowls,
steel rods grouted into holes
drilled in a radial pattern around
the perimeter of the tunnel; and
Above: Wirth roadheader was used to
shotcrete, a special concrete mix
sprayed into place on the roof and cut the tunnel from the eastern end.
tunnel sidewalls. Tiles will be
installed in the lower portion of the tunnel.
Tunnelling started on the eastern side in
August 2010 and on the western side in
March 2011. With the larger German-built
130-ton Wirth road-header on the eastern
end, and a seven-month start, about twothirds of the tunnel will be excavated from the
east side. A modified Caterpillar 330 excavator
will bore the remaining one-third from the
west. More than 50 truckloads of tunnel spoils
have been off-hauled from site each week,
with the clean spoils ending up on Treasure
Island in San Francisco.
Because of concerns about explosion risks
from naturally occurring methane gas,
tunnelling was well under way before the media
were allowed in, and only after in-depth safety
instruction. Anything that could spark an
explosion, from mobile phones to lighters, is
banned inside the tunnel, and all subterranean
machinery specially retrofitted to prevent sparks.
Due to the extensive tectonic movement in
the Bay Area, orientation of the sedimentary
rock strata – typically horizontal – is almost
vertical, and the three primary rock formations
traversed span the Miocene period, from 5-26
million years ago. Palaeontologists are having
a field day finding the fossilised bones of
some, perhaps, surprising species, which
About the author
include: the upper jaw of an oreodont, an
Nick Day, FRICS, FRGS, PLS,
extinct browsing mammal the size of a sheep;
is retired from the California
the metatarsal bone of an ancient horse; two
Department of
vertebrae of a Miocene camel; the leg bone of
Transportation (Caltrans).
a rhinoceros; and various parts of pronghorn
He can be reached at
and wolverine. The tunnel is slated to open to
feasibility.nick@gmail.com
traffic in late 2013.
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Legal Notes

Vraiment, c'est les mots Franglais!

Uniformity of openness embraces the French
By Carl Calvert

C
With the arrival of
the Licence
Ouverte/Open
Licence the French
Government is
following the UK
and US in opening
up its public data
to public use. But
are their lawyers
anymore human
than ours, wonders
our legal
correspondent?

‘‘

. . . the Berne
Convention takes
precedence over
French domestic
law.

’’
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reated by the French Government,
ETALAB is to provide by the end of the
year more content as well as simplifying
the way that government data is accessed on
line. At a conference of journalists in Paris in
October some seven presenters, including Simon
Rogers of The Guardian, considered data
journalism, both the acquisition of data and its
effect on information flow. It seems that Etalab
has been modelled on the US and British
governments' approach to open data and its reuse.
'On the 18 October As part of the French
Government's policy in favour of opening up public
sector information ('Open Data'), Etalab releases
today the "Licence Ouverte / Open Licence".

This licence is part of the international
dynamic toward open data and is compatible
with standards of open data licences
developed abroad, notably the UK's "Open
Government Licence" as well as other
international open standards ("ODC -BY",
"CC -BY 2.0"). The licence itself is available in
French or English, which will make it more
accessible as well as providing a definitive
translation, something that is necessary in
many instances, such as EU directives.
(http://www.etalab.gouv.fr/ pages/licenceouverte-open-licence-5899923.html).
Under the licence 'The " Producer " grants
the " Re-user " a worldwide, perpetual, free of
charge, non-exclusive, personal right to use the
"Information" subject to this licence under the
freedoms and the conditions set out below.'
The first point about this are the words
'personal rights' or, in French, le droit personnel.
Does it mean an individual's right or a
company's right? Further on it states that the
licensee may '...exploit the "information"
commercially, for example, by combining it with
other "Information", or by including it in your
own product or application.' This seems to
answer the question for personal here seems to
include commercial exploitation. Séverin Naudet,
the head of Etalab is reported
(http://www.acteurspublics.com/article/24-0211/la-mission-etalab-est-lancee) to have said
that Etalab was there to provide data and
information to large data editors and producers.
Both ODC-BY and CC-BY 2.0 have a
'human-readable summary' which is good
news to the non-lawyers and presupposes that
lawyers are non-human, rather than inhuman.
The 'ODC-BY' standard may be summarised by
a freedom to: share, distribute, modify,
transform the database whilst – and this is the
important bit – attributing from whom the
data originated with any notices on the
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original database. In both, the author's moral
right is not affected.
In France the copyright code or law is
based on the droit d'auteur which was
conceived differently from the common law
idea of copyright, although both had the
concept of controlling printing. However, the
French Constitution of 1958 has at Art 55 the
statement that a ratified treaty such as the
Berne Convention takes precedence over
French domestic law. This is an important
point as the ODC-BY has the following:'10.4 Choice of law. This License takes effect in
and will be governed by the laws of the relevant
jurisdiction in which the License terms are sought
to be enforced. If the standard suite of rights
granted under applicable copyright law and
Database Rights in the relevant jurisdiction
includes additional rights not granted under this
License, these additional rights are granted in this
License in order to meet the terms of this License.'

The EU Copyright Directive of 2001 was
implemented in France in 2006 after much
concern that it would hamper the development
of free software. For the Licence Ouverte the
applicable law is French law, which will be
recognisable as that within The Berne
Convention and EU Directive.
In the Licence Ouverte no liability is accepted
for errors and omissions in the data and neither
should the licensee imply that there is a public
endorsement of the data. What the British
Government's licence (OGL) does, additionally, is
to state that any use of data must not contravene
Data Protection laws nor the EC Directive on
Privacy and Electronic Communications
(2002/58/EC), which has led, amongst other
directives, to the Privacy and Electronic
Communications Directive Regulations 2011 No.
1208, and goes further in recognising data privacy.
So, what do we expect with the new
French Open Licence? Clearly it follows the
path already trodden by the US and UK and
uses established open licences as a model.
However, France is not Britain and certainly
not the US. On 15 April 2011 the Institut
Geographique National (IGN) introduced its
Géoportail's API which may be used, after
initial registration, to manipulate data; the
relevance is that it comes with an open
sources licence and is for non-commercial use
http://www.ign.fr/partage/Professionnel/tarifs_l
icences_01-08-2011.pdf#page=91
France is on the same route as US and UK for
open licences for government data portals and for
APIs to manipulate geographic data. What the
French do about it is something to look forward to.
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